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ABSTRACT 
Polymer nanocomposites have been extensively studied and have found numerous 
applications as they provide versatile materials with substantially enhanced properties. 
Despite the enormous developments, design of novel value-added polymer nanocomposites 
with new superior functional properties through convenient low-cost synthesis remains a 
continuous challenge. This thesis demonstrates the alternative, simple design of several novel 
polymer nanocomposite systems with enhanced mechanical, surface, or catalytic properties. 
Firstly, a new method for the modification of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) is 
developed with the use of hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers containing cationic 
quaternary ammonium ions through an ionic interaction mechanism. A systematic study has 
been undertaken on the modification process and the modified CNCs. In contrast to original 
CNCs that can only disperse in water or few highly polar solvents, ionomer modified CNCs 
are able to disperse in several nonpolar or low polarity organic solvents. Dispersions of 
several modified CNCs in THF exhibit the unique thixotropic rheological behavior. The 
modified CNCs have also become dispersible in a commercial non-polar hydrophobic 
ethylene-octene copolymer (EOC) elastomer due to the presence of nonpolar polyethylene 
modification layer. Based on thermal, rheological, and tensile mechanical characterizations, 
EOC nanocomposites filled with the modified CNCs are significantly reinforced with nearly 
doubled tensile modulus relative to neat EOC while with a much better-maintained 
elongation at break relative to those filled with unmodified CNCs or surfactant-modified 
CNCs. 
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Secondly, a class of CNC-sodium alginate (SA) nanocomposites derived exclusively 
from sustainable biopolymers has been designed to fabricate tough-strong nanocomposite 
film. A systematic study on the effects of composite composition on the optical, thermal, and 
mechanical properties of the prepared films has been undertaken. The calcium ion cross-
linked composite films maintain high film transparency with higher thermal and mechanical 
properties than the uncross-linked films, indicating that the calcium ions play an important 
role in the enhancement of mechanical and thermal properties. The effects of various metal 
ions on film mechanical properties have also been studied. As a result, the bivalent calcium 
ions show the most optimum effect to render strong-tough composite films. 
Thirdly, hybrid composites of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) decorated 
with polycyclopentene crystals have been synthesized by a novel in situ Pd-catalyzed 
cyclopentene polymerization technique. It is demonstrated that the method offers a 
convenient, large-scale, one-pot noncovalent surface decoration of polycyclopentene crystals 
on the MWCNTs. Controlling the catalyst loading and/or polymerization time in the 
polymerization effectively tunes the composition and morphology of the as-prepared hybrid 
composites. Interestingly, films made of the composites show the characteristic lotus leaf-like 
superhydrophobicity featured with high water contact angle (> 150), low contact angle 
hysteresis (< 10), and low water adhesion, while being electrically conductive.  
Lastly, a systematic study on ligand-assisted selective hydrogenation of alkynes 
(phenylacetylene and diphenylacetylene) over three Pd nanocatalysts have been presented 
with the purpose of identifying the most optimum ligands. Five ligands, including quinoline, 
pyridine, DMSO, 3,6-dithia-1,8-octanediol (DTO), and triphenylphosphine, have been 
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screened with their performance compared. It is demonstrated that the sulfur-containing DTO 
and phosphine-containing triphenylphosphine are the more efficient and practical ligands in 
improving the alkene selectivity of the catalysts. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction, Background and Research Objectives 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
With the extensive efforts on nanotechnologies and nanomaterials in the last decades, 
the number of scientific publications and patents on polymer nanocomposites has 
continuously increased with the development of numerous new functional materials with 
improved thermal, mechanical, optical and other properties. Generally, polymer 
nanocomposites are defined as solid materials consisting of nanoparticles and polymeric 
substances.1 The addition of nanoparticles brings advantageous value-added properties to the 
polymer nanocomposites. Polymer nanocomposites have been developed to modify light 
stability, thermal stability and mechanical behavior of the polymer matrices; they have also 
been applied to add new properties to the polymer matrices, such as conductivity, 
permeability, superhydrophobicity, etc.
2
  
Nanoparticles are particles with at least one dimension below 100 nm and with 
fascinating nanoscale physicochemical and biological properties that differ from their bulk 
counterparts.
2
 Based on dimensions, they can be classified into 0D, 1D, 2D and 3D 
nanoparticles.
3
 The various nanoparticles are all potential components for novel 
nanocomposites.
4
  
2 
 
Many different types of nanoparticles have been incorporated within polymer 
matrices for the fabrication of polymer nanocomposites in the form of engineering bulk 
materials, films or hybrid powders. A prominent example of the application of nanoparticles 
in polymeric material is carbon black reinforced rubber tire, consisting of rubber material and 
carbon nanoparticles in the size range of 2050 nm.5 Because of the carbon nanoparticles, the 
rubber tire exhibits impressively enhanced properties including modulus, strength and flame 
resistance, compared to conventional filled rubber material.
6
 Different nanoparticles have 
been applied for fabrication of many different types of polymer nanocomposites. The range 
of applications for polymer nanocomposites developed to date is very broad, including 
membranes, fibers, catalysts, cosmetics, packages, batteries, capacitors, modern organic solar 
cells and paints.
2
 It has also been found that the performance of polymer nanocomposite 
intimately related to the characteristics of nanoparticles, such as the geometric structure, 
specific surface area, surface modification, surface functionality, and the polymer matrix–
nanoparticle interface.
1
 All the above factors should be taken into consideration when 
designing polymer nanocomposites and studying their applications. 
 
1.2 Nanoparticles 
Nanoparticles are now commonly used in polymer science and in the other fields of 
science like electronics, energy, catalysts.
1
 To date, many synthetic or natural nanoparticles 
have been employed. In their classification based on dimensions, quantum dots, nano-clusters 
and nano-spheres are considered as 0D nanoparticles; nanowires, nano-rods, nanotubes are 
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1D nanomaterials. 2D nanomaterials display shapes such as disk, plate, sheet or ribbon; while 
3D nanomaterials show topology structures that combine the above-mentioned nanostructures.  
Nanoparticles have also been divided into different types depending on their 
properties and applications. 
Based on the composition, nanoparticles can also be classified into metal-based, 
ceramic-based, carbon-based and organic-based nanoparticles. Metal nanoparticles such as 
cobalt, copper, iron, platinum, palladium nanoparticles are synthetic particles; they usually 
show specific physical properties, such as the catalytic properties for different heterogeneous 
chemical reactions.
7
 In the case of metal oxide and ceramic particles, the reduction to nano 
dimensions endows the material new magnetic, catalytic or optical features.
8
 Carbon 
nanotubes and graphene nanosheets are two popular carbon-based nanomaterials, which 
possess superior intrinsic mechanical and electrical properties.
9
 In addition, the well-known 
carbon black, carbon nanofiber and sometimes the activated carbon in nanoscale are all 
carbon-based nanomaterials. Polymeric nanoparticles, such as micelles and dendrimers, are 
usually classified as organic nanoparticles.
10
 
Primarily, nanoparticles can be prepared using various methods, either by breaking 
down bulky materials to nanoscale particles (top-down) or by building up from atoms to 
nanoparticles (bottom-up).
10
 Table 1.1 shows some representative synthetic methods for 
different nanoparticles. Besides, nanoparticles are not necessarily produced by size 
modulation methods or nanotechnologies, but have also existed in nature. One example is the 
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cellulose nanofibril, a sustainable but robust carbohydrate nanomaterial that extracted from 
wood or cotton material.
11
 
 
Table 1.1 Several synthesize methods of nanoparticles.
11
 
Category Synthetic Method Nanoparticles 
Bottom-up Sol-gel Carbon, metal, metal oxide, ceramic 
 
Spinning Organic 
 
Chemical vapour deposition Carbon, metal, ceramic 
 
Pyrolysis Carbon, metal oxide 
 
Biochemical synthesis Organic, metal 
Top-down Mechanical milling Metal, ceramic, metal oxide 
 
Nanolithography Metal 
Laser ablation Carbon, metal oxide 
 Sputtering Metal 
 Thermal decomposition Carbon, metal oxide 
 
1.3 Types of Polymer Nanocomposites 
1.3.1 Polymer-Matrix Bulk Composites 
Neat polymeric materials have some advantages over metal and mineral materials 
such as facile processability, low density, and low cost; they also have some disadvantages, 
such as low strength, low modulus, and low heat resistance. Reinforcing polymers with 
nanoparticles has been reported as a convenient way to improve material mechanical 
properties.
12
 For example, a small amount of reinforcing nanoplatelets in a polymer matrix 
results in improved contact interface and consequently the improved mechanical properties 
(see Figure 1.1). Many different polymer matrices can be reinforced by various nanoparticles. 
5 
 
With only very small quantities of nanoparticles dispersed in the matrices, the properties of 
polymer matrices can be vastly changed.
13
  
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic picture of a polymer-clay nanocomposite material with exfoliated clay 
sheets within the polymer matrix.
12 
 
Polymer nanocomposites can be prepared with conventional approaches, retaining the 
basic intrinsic properties, overcoming some disadvantages and presenting some new 
properties.
14
 The combination of several different commercial polymers or high-performance 
engineering polymers with nanoparticles such as carbon nanofibers, metal oxide 
nanoparticles, or natural nanoclays have been presented using different approaches.
14
 
Njuguna et al. reported in most cases the beneficial effects (improving the glass transition 
temperature, thermal stability, storage modulus, tensile strength, crystallinity, etc.) of a small 
amount of nanoparticles.
14
 More specifically, metal oxide nanoparticles have been applied in 
preparing photoluminescence polymer composites.
15,16
 Ferrite nanoparticles have been used 
in developing polymeric composite materials with magnetic property.
17
 Carbon-based 
nanoparticles, metallic nanotubes and conjugated polymer nanostructures show potential 
applications in the fabrication of nanoelectronics with conducting polymers (such as 
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polyaniline, polypyrrole, poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene)) and their derivatives.
18
 The 
diversity of nanoparticles and polymer matrices provides great possibilities in preparing new 
functional polymer nanocomposites to satisfy different kinds of demands. 
Polymer nanocomposite material is a heterogeneous system consisting of polymer and 
nanoparticles, with the nanoparticles discretely dispersed in the polymer. The addition of 
nanoparticles brings beneficial effects to the polymer matrix, and the effect is particle number 
dependent. Aggregates will reduce the effective number of nanoparticles; well-dispersed 
nanoparticles in a polymer matrix is preferred.
1
 In the synthesis of polymer nanocomposites, 
several common methods have been developed to achieve good dispersion states of 
nanoparticles in a polymer matrix. Intercalation of polymer chains into the nanoparticles is 
considered as the main method in nanocomposite preparation.
19
 The process could be taken in 
polymer melts or in polymer solutions. Under vigorous shear force, the added nanoparticles 
can be evenly distributed in the polymer matrix. With proper surface modification on the 
nanoparticles, an improved dispersity of nanoparticles in the polymer matrix can be achieved 
with the same intercalation methods.
20
 In-situ polymerization is also a regular method that 
can be used to improve the dispersity of nanoparticles in a polymer matrix.
21
 Composites can 
be obtained after polymerization of monomers in the presence of nanoparticles. The 
nanoparticles can be dispersed in dilute monomer systems; afterwards, the well-disperse state 
of nanoparticles can be maintained during the polymerization, purification step and other 
processes. Similarly, in-situ growth of nanoparticles in the presence of polymer chains is 
another method that allows control over particles distribution, as well as the size and 
morphology of the generated nanoparticles.
22-24
 Depending on the application to be 
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accomplished, different methods have been selected for the preparation of polymer 
nanocomposite that are reinforced with well-dispersed nanoparticles (see Table 1.2). 
 
Table 1.2 Examples of polymer-matrix nanocomposites.
20
 
Polymer matrices Nanoparticles Applications 
PMMA SiO2 Bone, dental substitute, optical device 
Polycaprolactone SiO2 Tissue repair 
Polycarbonate SiO2 Abrasion resistant coatings 
Polyimide SiO2 Microelectronics 
Polyaniline  Fe3O4 Microwave absorber 
Polyethylenimine Fe3O4 Magnetic resonance imaging 
HDPE TiO2 Bone repair 
LDPE ZnO, Ag Juice packaging 
Poly(3,4-ethylene-
dioxythiophene 
V2O5 Cathode materials for lithium batteries 
Nylon-6 Nanoclay Films and bottles 
Polypropylene Nanoclay Packaging 
Epoxy Nanoclay Materials for electronics 
 
1.3.2 Composite Hybrids 
Both nanoparticles supported on polymeric materials and polymer coated 
nanoparticles can be considered as another type of polymer nanocomposites.
2
 In the first case, 
the nanoparticles can be immobilized onto the polymer supports through the nanoparticle-
polymer interaction. The immobilization is due to one or multiple factors such as flexible 
polymer chains, functional groups on polymer chains which enable efficiently immobilization 
of nanoparticles, van der Waals, electrostatic or hydrogen bonds.
25
 Nanoparticles can also be 
anchored onto a polymer by in situ preparation of nanoparticles from precursors within the 
polymer system. For the latter case, polymeric substances can be attached to nanoparticles via 
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various noncovalent or covalent functionalization protocols.
26,27
 Direct grafting of polymer 
moieties onto nanoparticles is a common covalent route in composites preparation. The 
grafting method offers a good control over polymer architecture (i.e., polymer chain 
ordination, polymer shell thickness, functional ends, etc.) on various shapes of 
nanoparticles.
11,28
 For grafting method, surface-initiated free radical polymerization, atom 
transfer radical polymerization, reversible addition−fragmentation chain-transfer 
polymerization are commonly used techniques. Noncovalent functionalization strategies are 
also found attractive in literatures; pi-pi interaction, ionic interaction and hydrogen bonding 
allow the realization of noncovalent functionalization for nanoparticles.
26
 Table 1.3 provides 
several selected examples of polymeric composite hybrids. 
 
Table 1.3 Examples of composite hybrids.
20,22,25
 
Categories Nanoparticles Supports Applications 
Nanoparticles 
immobilized on polymers 
Pd
0
, Cu
0
 Chitosan, 
synthetic polymer 
Chemical catalytic 
reaction 
 SiO2 Alginate Electrocatalystic system 
 Pd
0
, Pt
0
, Au
0
 Synthetic polymer Biosensor 
 Fe3O4, ZrO2 Synthetic polymer Metal ion sorption 
Polymer graft-
immobilized nanoparticles 
Pd
0
, Ag
0
, Au
0
, 
Fe2O3 
Synthetic polymer Catalytic reduction 
 Au
0
 Dextran Raman spectroscopy 
detection 
 Ag
0
, Au
0
 Synthetic polymer Plasmonic nanostructure 
 Ag
0
 Synthetic polymer Antibacterial activity 
The combinations between nanoparticles and polymer substances are versatile. On 
one hand, there are many different types of nanoparticles, varying from 0D nanoparticles to 
multiscale nanoparticles. On the other hand, the numerous polymeric platforms vary from 
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natural polymers to synthetic polymers provide multiple possibilities. Moreover, their 
architectures and compositions can be tuned for various novel composites. To date, 
nanocomposites have been demonstrated to be applicable in fabricating multifunctional 
materials in biomedicines,
29,30
 catalysts,
31,32
 electronics,
33
 coatings,
34
 energy materials,
35
 and 
others.  
 
1.3.3 Other Types of Polymer Nanocomposites 
Biomimetic nacre materials have recently become research of interest. Polymer 
nanocomposites have been prepared with ordered structures by mimicking natural nacre. 
Nacre materials utilize natural mineral particles and polymers such as carbohydrates and/or 
proteins, resulting in strong and tough composites such as bones, pearl shells, and wood.
18
 
Constructed by nanoparticles, polymers and some other components, the artificial nacre 
composite materials can also exhibit remarkable features, such as light weight, high strength 
and toughness.
36
 During the past ten years, many structural polymer nanocomposites have 
been successfully fabricated using various nanoparticles such as CaCO3 nanoplates, 
nanoclays, Al2O3 nanoflakes, graphene oxide nanosheets, reduced graphene oxide nanosheets, 
etc.
37,38
 In Figure 1.2 (a,b,c), an artificial nacre material is presented, composing of a large 
volume fraction of Al2O3 nanoflakes and a small volume fraction of polymer moieties. The 
obtained film shows excellent mechanical tensile strength. Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) is 
also considered as a promising nanomaterial for the preparation of superior strong composites 
(see Figure 1.2 d,e,f).
39
  
10 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Ternary artificial nacre (alumina modified graphene oxide sheet/carboxymethyl 
cellulose): (a) sketch map of the composite, (b) image exhibiting that the film is well layered 
inside, (c) the film is free-standing and flexible; and binary artificial nacre (CNCs/PVA): (d) 
structural model of the composite, (e) image showing that the film is layered with helical 
pitch, (f) flexible iridescent film.
38,39
 
Nacre composites can be prepared using methods such as layer-by-layer (LbL), 
evaporation, self-assembly, dip-coating or freeze-casting method.
38
 The resulting composites 
demonstrate significant enhancement of their integrated properties (i.e. mechanical property), 
due to the hierarchical structures and enhanced interactions. More recently, some strategies 
such as ionic cross-linking, covalent cross-linking, and constructing bridges between 
nanoparticles have been developed for the preparation of tough strong composites. For 
instance, cellulose nanofibers have been successfully used for the preparation of strong 
ternary artificial nacre, the sliding effect, crack bridging and crack deflection of the cellulose 
nanofibers improve the resistance of material deformation.
40
 The composites have found the 
applications in strong tough materials,
41
 self-extinguishing composites,
42
 and robust electrical 
devices.
43,44
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Some other structured polymer nanocomposites have also been reported. Mangeney et 
al. reported polystyrene (PS) microspheres containing γ-Fe2O3 superparamagnetic 
nanoparticles for bioreactivity application.
45
 The magnetic nanoparticles were firstly coated 
with a PS nanoshell and then coated with a polypyrrole nanoshell. It was found that the 
bioreactivity of the complex nanoparticles was stronger and more stable. Tang et al. reported 
a electrical conductive composite material – PS microsphere-graphene-carbon nanotube (see 
Figure 1.3).
46
 The self-assembly between PS microspheres and the CNT-graphene oxide sheet 
mixture offers precise construction of the ordered conductive network. The design presents a 
super-low nanofiller percolation threshold value (0.03 vol%), which can satisfy applications 
requiring high transparency and high electrical conductivity. Wang et al. reviewed nanogel 
composites composed of carbon nanoparticles for bioimaging and drug release.
47
 The diversity of 
polymer manufacturing protocols as well as the species of nanoparticles provides various 
prominent features and applications of nanocomposites. Continuous research in the field is needed 
to develop new polymer nanocomposites and to promote the applications of the composites. 
 
Figure 1.3 (a) Schematic illustration of the PS microsphere-graphene-carbon nanotube composite 
containing a conducting network; (b) photographs of films with carbon nanofiller contents at 
percolation threshold.
46
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1.4 Properties of Functional Polymer Nanocomposites  
1.4.1 Thermomechanical Properties 
The general reinforcing effect of traditional nanoparticles in polymer nanocomposites 
has been reviewed by Jordan et al and Tjong et al.
48,49
 Normally, the elastic modulus 
increases with the increased content of nanoparticles in the composite; in particular, the 
smaller nanoparticles show a more impressive effect on the elastic modulus. The glass 
transition temperature, which is related to the operation temperature of materials, also has 
positive correlations with the size and their volume fraction of the added nanoparticles. It is 
also claimed that the properties of nanocomposites are greatly dependent on the nature of 
nanoparticles, nanoparticle-polymer interactions and the way in which composites are 
compounded. Unlike neat polymer materials, the interaction between the nanoparticles and 
polymer in a composite can prevent the propagation of material damage. The nanoparticles 
act as crack barriers which increase the energy absorption and damage tolerance, the 
composite will not fracture in short term.
50
  
Many examples have demonstrated the influence of nanoparticles on the composite 
mechanical performance. Ansari et al. investigated the effect of surfactant-modified CNCs on 
the material mechanical properties of poly(vinyl acetate).
51
 They reported that the addition of 
5 wt% of CNCs to the polymer matrix yielded significant increases in average modulus (from 
0.24 GPa to 1.8 GPa) and average ultimate tensile strength (from 4.6 MPa to 25 MPa). 
Meanwhile, the glass transition temperature of the composite was ca. 10 °C higher. Polymer 
nanocomposites of CNC incorporated into polypropylene, polyurethane, poly(ε-caprolactone) 
13 
 
have also been investigated.
52,53
 Bozdoğan et al. studied the effect of layered graphene 
nanosheets on the properties of PVA.
54
 Their thermal analysis results showed that the glass 
transition temperature and the polymer crystallization temperature of the optimal composite 
increased obviously due to the addition of nanosheets; the Young’s modulus and ultimate 
tensile strength were enhanced by ca. 10-time and ca. 4-time, respectively, with the optimal 
composite. 
In another case, a CNC/PVA composite containing 90 wt% of CNC particles showed 
ca. 6-time higher Young’s modulus and 2-time higher tensile strength, compared to neat 
PVA.
39
 The study demonstrated that polymer nanocomposites containing high fractions of 
reinforcing fillers could form ordered multiscale structures and exhibit excellent mechanical 
behavior. Similarly, nanoclay and graphene nanosheets have also been used to fabricate high 
strength and high toughness composites; the large content of nanoparticles with planar 
orientation in the composites allows effective load transfer between the nanoparticles and 
polymer chains.
55,56
 To date, developing composites reinforced by nanoparticles is still the 
research area of strong interest and have led to considerably new composites.
57-60
 
 
1.4.2 Surface Properties 
Surface properties can be tuned in the development of polymer nanocomposites. The 
geometry of the nanoparticles and their surface chemistry are intrinsic factors affecting the 
surface property of a composite. Distribution of nanoparticles in polymer matrix, their 
fabrication method and the post-treatment process are also crucial factors to the resulting 
14 
 
surface property of a composite.
2
 The surface properties can be designed to accomplish 
specific applications of composites, such as antibacterial, anti-fouling and self-cleaning, 
oil/water separation.  
Guo et al. reviewed the advances in fabrication of polymer/nanosilver coating 
material for antibacterial application.
61
 Nanosilver is considered as an excellent antibacterial 
agent, which has a broad-spectrum antibacterial activity. The surface layers of the 
polymer/nanosilver composite showed a clear inhibition area against various types of bacteria. 
Composite of silver nanoparticles in a cellulose matrix, which serves as a composite coating 
material for steel, showed benefits in anti-corrosion.
62
 Selim et al. utilized silicone and 
spherical nano magnetite to prepare composite coating. The coating showed a 
superhydrophobic characteristics with self-cleaning foul release effect; and the best self-
cleaning performance resulted at a low nanoparticle content (ca. 0.5 wt%).
63
 
In oil/water separation, the technological focus is on the construction of superior 
surface wettability, such as superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic characteristics. 
Previously Laird et al. reported a superhydrophobic behavior of polyethylene/carbon 
nanotube composite and polytetrafluoroethylene/carbon nanotube composites. Their surface 
feature can be moderated by tuning the polymer morphology, polymer fractions and the 
preparation method.
64,65
 On the contrary, composites of carbon nanotubes incorporated in 
polydopamine and polyethyleneimine were reported to have superhydrophilic surface 
characteristics and highly oleophobic characteristics under water.
66
 More recently, Abraham 
15 
 
et. al designed a membrane fabricated with a CNT-based composite, which can be utilize for 
water or oil collection from environmental pollution (see Figure 1.4).
67
  
 
 
Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of the surface features of gas-responsive CNTs/polymer 
composite membrane.
67
 
1.4.3 Catalytic Properties 
Metal nanoparticles have shown different catalytic behavior for different types of 
chemical reactions, such as oxidation, selective hydrogenation, coupling reactions, 
electrocatalytic reactions or photocatalytic reactions. The development of highly effective 
catalysts is of great significance for modern green chemistry. Traditionally, metal 
nanoparticles are supported onto the inorganic substrates to avoid the loss in catalytic 
efficiency caused by aggregation of nanoparticles. Many factors including the particle 
16 
 
geometry, particle size, composite composition, particle-support interaction, and particle-
reactant/solvent interaction can have significant influences on the catalytic properties.
7
 
In recent years, polymer nanocomposites have been applied as solid catalysts for 
application in heterogeneous catalytic reactions to address the increasing demand for high-
performance catalytic processes. The use of the polymer can control the nanoparticle 
formation, stabilize the produced nanoparticles and play a role in enhancing the catalytic 
performance.
25
 Some polymer supported metal nanoparticles are featured with outstanding 
reactivity, excellent recyclability and large-scale applicability. Masing et al. prepared 
palladium (Pd) nanoparticles supported on an acrylate copolymer for selective hydrogenation 
reactions, which showed high activity and facile reusability.
31
 The Pd-based polymer 
nanocomposites have also been used in coupling reaction and electrochemical oxidation 
reaction.
68,69
 Kwon et al. demonstrated that the multi-component polymer composite catalyst 
rendered remarkable catalytic behavior (see Figure 1.5).
70
 Under the optimized reaction 
condition, the coupling between iodobenzene and phenylboronic acid showed excellent high 
yield (99%); meanwhile, the reactivity was about 16-time higher than the Pd-rGO (without 
polymer) catalyst. The rate-promoted reaction was attributed to the better accessibility and 
improved chemical diffusion of reactants facilitated by the polymer. Moreover, the strong 
interaction between polymer and Pd nanoparticles also endows the catalyst excellent 
recyclability. 
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Figure 1.5 Schematic illustration of the role of polymer nanocomposite catalyst in the 
coupling reaction.
70
 
 
Nanoparticles of cheaper metals such as copper and iron are attractive alternative 
catalysts for various reactions. Sharma et al. reviewed the catalytic properties iron oxide 
nanoparticles supported on polymers for different types of coupling reactions.
71
 The use of 
iron oxide nanoparticles for the development of catalytic systems has led to increasing 
applications as they enable environmentally-friendly and sustainable catalytic processes.
71
 An 
additional example is the heterogeneous catalytic reaction performed over polymer supported 
copper nanoparticles.
32
 With a polymer coating on the surface, the highly active crystal facets 
of nanoparticles are more stable upon exposure to reaction condition. Moreover, the 
functionalized polymer could bring novel cooperative catalytic properties.
25
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1.4.4 Optical Properties 
The incorporation of nanoparticles in polymer nanocomposites offers the possibility 
to change the optical properties of the matrix, even at a small number of nanoparticles. Metal 
nanoparticles have drawn a lot of attention due to their intense plasmon resonance response.
72
 
Among the many metal nanoparticles, gold nanorod is one of the most studied metal 
nanoparticles in the field, due to their excellent optical properties and photothermal property. 
Depending on the intrinsic features of the nanoparticles as well as the particle arrangement on 
polymer supports, the resulting composites are applicable in medical imaging light filter, 
optical sensor, and Raman scattering device.
73
 Useful optical properties, including UV 
absorption, light absorption, photoluminescence, can be achieved by compounding polymer 
and metal oxide nanoparticles. Kango et al. overviewed the optical properties of several 
synthetic polymer nanocomposites using ZnO, Al2O3, ZrO2, TiO2 nanoparticles.
20
 Another 
example is the CNC-based polymer nanocomposites; the composite can present iridescence 
as a function of the composition with respect to polymer contents, if a proper polymer matrix 
is applied. The feature is attributed to the self-assembly helical structure of the rod shape 
nanoparticles. Combining CNC particles and polymers increases the mechanical performance 
and alter the optical properties of the composites.
39
  
Besides the mentioned mechanical, surface, catalytic and optical properties, some 
other properties such as magnetic, dielectric and electrical, barrier properties can also be 
significantly enhanced through the efficient design of polymer nanocomposite systems. 
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1.5 Thesis Research Objectives 
Despite the tremendous developments in the field of polymer nanocomposites, there is 
still large room for new advancements. This thesis research is aimed at designing new 
polymer nanocomposites with the use of nanomaterials including CNCs, CNTs, and Pd 
nanoparticles, developing novel/improved methods/strategies for nanocomposite synthesis, 
and demonstrating/exploring their new applications. In specific, in Chapter 2, CNCs are 
modified with hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers containing quaternary ammonium ions 
through ionic interactions; modified CNCs are used as the nanofillers to reinforce a 
hydrophobic ethylene-octene copolymer elastomer. In Chapter 3, CNCs are employed to 
reinforce sodium alginate for the fabrication of tough strong film materials with the use of 
materials from sustainable biostocks. In Chapter 4, a new facile in situ catalytic 
polymerization method is developed to fabricate CNT/polycyclopentene hybrids with the 
CNTs decorated with polycyclopentene crystals at controllable compositions. These 
composites have been demonstrated for the direct fabrication of lotus leaf-like 
superhydrophobic films. In Chapter 5, supported Pd nanocatalysts modified with various 
ligands are investigated for their catalytic efficiency in the selective hydrogenation of alkynes. 
The effects of the ligands on the catalytic performance have been elucidated with the 
optimum ligands demonstrated. 
20 
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Chapter 2  
Modification of Cellulose Nanocrystals with Quaternary Ammonium-
Containing Hyperbranched Polyethylene Ionomers by Ionic Assembly 
This chapter is adapted from a paper published by L. Huang, Z. Ye and R. Berry  
(ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., 2016, 4, 4937–4950). 
Abstract 
This chapter reports the first surface modification of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) 
with quaternary ammonium-containing ionomers by ionic binding of their positively charged 
ammonium ions onto the negatively charged surface of CNCs. A range of hyperbranched 
polyethylene ionomers (I1–I6) having different ionic content (0.2–2.3 mol%) has been 
designed and employed for this purpose. The simple dropwise addition and mixing of the 
aqueous dispersion of CNCs with the ionomer solution in tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
conveniently renders the ionomer-modified CNCs (mCNC1–mCNC6). The presence of 
adsorbed ionomers on the modified CNCs is confirmed with spectroscopic and X-ray 
diffraction evidence, and quantified through thermogravimetric analysis. The effects of the 
ionomer to CNC feed mass ratio and the ionomers of different ionic content on the 
modification have been examined. A study on the morphology of the modified CNCs by 
Atomic force microscopy discloses the occurrence of side-to-side and/or end-to-end assembly 
of the CNC nanorods due to the “cross-linking” or bridging effects of the multidentate 
ionomers. Because of the hydrophobic hyperbranched polyethylene segments in the adsorbed 
ionomers, the modified CNCs can be dispersed in nonpolar or low-polarity organic solvents 
(such as THF, toluene, and chloroform). In particular, the THF dispersions of modified CNCs 
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prepared with ionomers having ionic content ≥ 0.7 mol% (I3–I6) behave as thixotropic 
organo-gels at concentrations ≥ 40 mg·mL-1. Further, the modified CNCs better disperse than 
unmodified CNCs in a hydrophobic ethylene-octene copolymer (EOC) elastomer matrix and 
show better thermal stability than a surfactant-modified CNC sample. Tensile testing 
confirms that the EOC composites, filled with the ionomer-modified CNCs, are significantly 
reinforced with a tensile modulus nearly doubled that of neat EOC, and better elongation at 
break relative to those filled with unmodified CNCs or surfactant-modified CNCs.  
 
2.1 Introduction 
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) extracted from abundant and renewable biosources 
have been receiving extensive attention.
1-6
 Having a rod-like shape with generally a diameter 
between 5 and 15 nm and a length between 100 and 300 nm, CNCs have high elastic moduli 
(over 100 GPa), high specific surface area (several hundred m
2
/g), and a reactive surface 
while being low density.
7
 As such, they have been widely investigated, since the first 
demonstration in 1995,
8
 as the reinforcing bionanofillers for the construction of polymer 
nanocomposites with significantly enhanced mechanical properties.
9-11
 
CNCs are generally produced as stable aqueous dispersions often by sulfuric acid 
hydrolysis of cellulose fibers. Their surface is highly polar and negatively charged due to the 
presence of sulfate groups resulting from sulfuric acid hydrolysis.
1-6
 Most applications of 
CNCs have thus focused on the aqueous systems by mixing aqueous CNC dispersions with 
various compatible water-soluble or water-dispersible components (such as water-soluble 
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monomers and polymers,
12-21
 water-dispersible nanoparticles
22-24
 and latexes,
25-29
 etc.) to 
obtain functional composite materials. In particular, water-soluble hydrophilic polymers or 
water-dispersible latexes, including poly(vinyl alcohol),
17,18
 poly(ethylene oxide),
19,20
 
poly(furfuryl alcohol),
21
 latexes of poly(styrene-co-butyl acrylate), poly(styrene-co-
butadiene), and polybutadiene,
26-29
 etc., have been employed as the compatible polymer 
matrices for the construction of CNC-reinforced polymer nanocomposites by solution mixing. 
CNCs can be well dispersed in these polar polymer matrices, which maximizes the 
reinforcement. However, without proper surface modification, the dispersion of CNCs in 
nonpolar solvents or hydrophobic polymers, such as polyolefins which are produced in the 
largest volume, are poor.
1-5,9-11,30,31 
To broaden their application scope, surface modification of CNCs through both 
covalent and noncovalent approaches has been attempted to modify their surface properties 
so as to render them dispersible in organic solvents (particularly, nonpolar and low-polarity 
solvents) and hydrophobic polymer matrices.
1-5,9-11,30,31
 In the covalent approaches, desired 
organic groups are directly attached onto the surface of CNCs through the hydroxyl groups 
present on their surface. Various polymers have also been covalently grafted onto the surface 
of CNCs through both graft-from
32-34
 and graft-to strategies.
35-37
 Though highly effective, 
these covalent surface modification methods often involve tedious and delicate 
reaction/polymerization chemistry and are inconvenient. In the noncovalent approaches, 
CNCs are often modified with surfactants through their adsorption via noncovalent 
electrostatic attraction, hydrophilic affinity, hydrogen bonding, or van der Waals 
interactions.
30,31
 Thus far, various surfactants (anionic, cationic, and nonionic),
32,38-44
 as well 
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as specifically designed block polymers,
25,45
 have been employed, rendering the modified 
CNCs with good dispersibility in desired nonpolar organic solvent or polymer matrices. 
Relative to covalent ones, these noncovalent approaches are more convenient and easier to 
implement. However, the amount of surfactant required to cover CNCs is often high, along 
with the highly possible desorption of the adsorbed surfactant given the involvement of only 
weak monodentate noncovalent interactions, which could undermine the properties of the 
resulting composites.
11,40 
In this chapter, the convenient noncovalent surface modification of CNCs with the use 
of a range of quaternary ammonium-containing hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers is 
demonstrated. Ionomers are polymers containing a small fraction of ionic functional groups 
(typically less than 10 mol%) that are covalently bonded to the polymer backbone as pendant 
groups. Designed with positively charged quaternary ammonium ions tethered onto the 
nonpolar hyperbranched polyethylene skeleton, these ionomers have been found to bind to 
the negatively charged surface of CNCs through multidentate ionic interactions, rendering 
modified CNCs as self-assembled CNC/ionomer composites. The modified CNCs have been 
thoroughly characterized with various techniques for their compositional, structural, thermal, 
and morphological features. They have also been investigated for their dispersion in various 
nonpolar or low-polarity organic solvents and a commercial hydrophobic ethylene-octene 
copolymer (EOC) matrix. The dispersions have been systematically characterized, with the 
enhanced dispersibility of the modified CNCs in these media and improved properties 
demonstrated. Though various quaternary ammonium-containing surfactants
42-44
 or 
polyelectrolytes
25,46,47
 have been previously employed for the modification of CNCs, this is 
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the first report on the use of quaternary ammonium-containing ionomers with a hydrophobic 
skeleton for rendering modified CNCs. 
 
2.2 Experimental Section 
2.2.1 Materials 
An aqueous dispersion of CNCs (concentration: 21 mg·mL
-1
; the average length and 
average diameter are ~150 nm and ~5 nm) prepared by sulfuric acid hydrolysis of bleached 
softwood kraft was obtained from CelluForce (Canada) and was subjected to purification by 
dialysis with deionized water. The Pd–diimine catalyst, [(ArN=C(Me)−(Me)C=NAr)Pd(CH3) 
(N≡CMe)]+SbF6
–
 (Ar = 2,6-(iPr)2C6H3), was synthesized according to the literature 
procedure.
48
 The acrylate-type ionic liquid comonomer, [2-
(acryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (AETMA
+
BF4
–
) was prepared from 
[2-(acryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (80 wt% aqueous solution, Aldrich) via 
anion exchange with NaBF4 (Aldrich) by following a procedure reported in an earlier paper.
49
 
Ethylene cylinder (polymer grade) was obtained from Praxair Canada and was purified by 
passing through purification columns. Acetone (certified ACS grade, Fisher Scientific) was 
dehydrated with molecular sieves before use. The EOC used herein as the polymer matrix for 
the compounding of polymer nanocomposites is Engage 8130 obtained from Dow Chemical, 
which is an ethylene-octene copolymer with the octene comonomer content of 42 wt%. It has 
a density of 0.864 g·cm
-3
, a melt flow index of 13 g·min
-1
 (at 190 ºC). 
Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, ≥ 98%) was obtained from Aldrich. All other 
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reagents or solvents were obtained from either Aldrich or Fisher Scientific and were used as 
received. 
 
2.2.2 Synthesis of Hyperbranched Polyethylene Ionomers 
The hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers (I1–I6) were synthesized by direct 
copolymerization of ethylene with ionic liquid comonomer AETMA
+
BF4
–
 by following the 
procedure reported in an earlier paper.
49
 The polymerization reactions were all carried out in 
a 50 mL Schlenk flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer. The flask sealed with a rubber 
septum was first flame-dried under vacuum. After being cooled down to room temperature, 
the reactor was purged with ethylene for at least three times, and then filled with ethylene to 1 
atm (absolute pressure). A solution of the ionic liquid comonomer (0.245–2.45 g in 5 mL of 
dry acetone) was then injected into the reactor. Subsequently, the polymerization was started 
upon the injection of the Pd–diimine catalyst solution (0.08 g, 0.1 mmol in 5 mL of dry 
acetone). During the polymerization, ethylene pressure was maintained constant by 
continuous feed from a cylinder and the polymerization temperature was maintained at room 
temperature with a water bath. After 24 h, the polymerization was stopped by shutting down 
the ethylene supply and venting the reactor. The black product containing Pd(0) particles 
resulting from the decomposition of the Pd–diimine catalyst was precipitated out with a large 
amount of methanol. The precipitate was redissolved in a small amount of THF for multiple 
washings with methanol. The polymer precipitate was purified to remove Pd black and then 
dried under vacuum at room temperature, rendering ionomers.
49
 As per 
1
H NMR 
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spectroscopy, the resulting ionomers (I1–I6) contain quaternary ammonium ion content of 0.2, 
0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 1.5, and 2.3 mol%, respectively. 
 
2.2.3 Preparation of Ionomer-Modified CNCs 
Typically, the hyperbranched polyethylene ionomer (5–40 mg) was dissolved in THF 
(40 mL). Under ultrasonication, the aqueous CNC dispersion (10 mg in 0.5 mL) was added 
dropwise into the ionomer solution. The resulting dispersion was further ultrasonicated for ca. 
15 min and was then vacuum-filtered on a PTFE membrane (0.22 µm pore size). The filter 
cake was thoroughly washed with fresh THF, then dried under vacuum at ca. 50 ºC to render 
the modified CNCs. 
 
2.2.4 Preparation of CTAB-Modified CNCs 
CTAB-modified CNCs were prepared by following a literature procedure
44
 with 
minor modifications. The original CNC aqueous dispersion was diluted to a concentration of 
5 mg·mL
-1
, with the adjustment of its pH to 10 by the addition of a NaOH solution. 
Subsequently, the CNC dispersion (120 mL) was added dropwise into an aqueous CTAB 
solution (120 mL at 5 mg·mL
-1
) at 60 ºC under vigorous stirring. The mixture was 
continuously stirred at 60 ºC for 3 h, and then stirred overnight at room temperature. 
Afterwards, unbound CTAB was removed by dialysis with about 20 water changes. Freeze-
drying of the resulting dispersion rendered the CTAB-modified CNCs (610 mg), termed as 
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CTAB-CNC. The CTAB content in CTAB-CNC was 15 wt% (as per thermogravimetric 
analysis). 
 
2.2.5 Preparation of EOC Composites 
The EOC composites were prepared by a solution mixing method. A prescribed 
quantity of modified CNCs (equivalent to 10 wt% of neat CNCs in composites) was 
dispersed at 10 mg·mL
-1
 in toluene by ultrasonication for 24 h. In the case with original 
unmodified CNCs, freeze-dried CNCs were dispersed in THF at 10 mg·mL
-1
. The dispersion 
was added dropwise into a toluene solution of EOC (50 mg·mL
-1
) within 1 h under magnetic 
stirring. The mixture was continuously stirred for 3 h before precipitation in a large amount 
of methanol. The precipitate was dried at 120 ºC in a vacuum oven for 24 h.  
 
2.2.6 Characterizations and Measurements 
1
H NMR spectra of the ionomers were all collected on a Varian Gemini 2000 
spectrometer (200 MHz) with CDCl3 as the solvent. Average molecular weights and dilute 
solution properties of the ionomers were measured with a triple-detection gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) equipped with a three-angle light scattering detector, a refractive 
index concentration detector, and a viscosity detector in THF at 33 ºC. Please refer to an 
earlier paper.
49
 Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained on a Thermo 
Scientific Nicolet 6700 Analytical FTIR spectrometer. The samples were prepared as pellets 
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using spectroscopic-grade KBr. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out on a TA 
Instruments Q50 thermogravimetric analyzer. Measurements were performed in a N2 
atmosphere with a continuous flow of 60 mL·min
-1
 through the sample furnace and a flow of 
40 mL·min
-1
 through the balance compartment. In a typical measurement, the sample (ca. 5 
to 10 mg) was heated from 30 to 800 ºC at 10 ºC·min
-1
. Differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) measurements were performed on a TA Instruments Q100 DSC equipped with a 
refrigerated cooling system (RCS) under a N2 atmosphere at a flow of 50 mL·min
-1
. The 
instrument was operated in the standard DSC mode and was calibrated with an indium 
standard. Samples (ca. 8 mg) were heated from 40 to 170 ºC at 10 ºC·min
-1
, held at 170 ºC for 
3 min, and cooled to –90 ºC at 10 ºC·min-1, followed with a heating ramp from –90 to 170 ºC 
at 10 ºC·min
-1
.  
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements of the dilute dispersions (ca. 0.1 
mg·mL
-1
) of the various CNC samples for their hydrodynamic particle size and  potential 
were performed on a Brookhaven NanoBrook Omni Instrument at 25 ºC. Wide-angle X-ray 
diffraction patterns of the ionomer and CNC samples were recorded on an X’Pert Pro 
diffractometer with Cu K radiation (wavelength 1.54 Å) at room temperature. Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) imaging of the various CNC samples was performed on a Bruker 
multimode AFM in the tapping mode with a phosphorous-doped silicon tip having a force 
constant of 20–80 N·m-1. AFM samples were prepared by placing a freshly cleaved mica 
piece in the dilute dispersion (ca. 0.1 mg·mL
-1
) of the corresponding CNC sample overnight 
for sample deposition, which was then taken out and dried for the imaging. 
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Rheological characterizations of the organo-gels of modified CNCs in THF were 
performed on a TA Instruments AR-G2 rheometer through both small amplitude dynamic 
oscillation and steady shear measurements with a cone-plate geometry (2º in cone angle and 
40 mm in diameter). One measurement was performed for each organo-gel. To avoid 
evaporation of THF, the measurements were all undertaken at 10 ºC, which was maintained 
with a Pelletier plate temperature controlling system, along with the use of a solvent trap to 
minimize THF evaporation. For the dynamic oscillation measurements, the following 
procedure was used. A rotational pre-shear rate at 50 s
-1
 was first performed to destroy the gel 
network structure. Then a dynamic oscillation frequency scan from 0.01 to 100 Hz was 
undertaken at a high strain of 100%. After resting for 15 min for the rebuilding of the gel 
network, the second dynamic oscillation frequency scan from 0.01 to 100 Hz was performed 
at a low strain of 0.01%. The steady shear measurements were done by increasing the shear 
rate from 0.0001 to 200 s
-1
, followed with the decrease of shear rate from 200 to 0.0001 s
-1
. 
Prior to each steady shear measurement, the sample was equilibrated for 15 min for the 
formation of the gel network. 
Rheological characterizations of EOC and its various composites were performed on 
the same instrument with a 20 mm parallel plate geometry at a gap of 1 mm. The 
measurements were all carried out in the small amplitude dynamic oscillation mode at the 
strain of 0.1% within a frequency range of 0.01−100 Hz at 190 ºC. The temperature was 
maintained within ± 0.1 ºC with the electrically heated plate system and the measurements 
were done under N2 protection. Rheology sample discs were prepared by compression 
molding in a Carver press at approximately 135 ºC for 1 min. 
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Tensile properties of nanocomposites were examined using an Instron 5943 universal 
tester equipped with a 1 KN load cell. All experiments were carried out with a crosshead 
speed of 500 mm·min
-1
. Type VI (ASTM D638) dog-bone shaped samples were cut from a 
sheet with an average thickness of 2.7 mm with a die. The sheets were prepared by 
compression molding in a Carver press at approximately 135 ºC for 1 min. Three repeat trials 
were performed for most specimens with two repeats for composites made in lower quantity 
and the average is reported. 
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Synthesis of Hyperbranched Polyethylene Ionomers 
The hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers (I1–I6) containing the tetralkylammonium 
ions at different content were synthesized herein by Pd–diimine-catalyzed direct 
copolymerization of ethylene with AETMA
+
BF4
–
 as the ionic liquid comonomer (see Scheme 
2.1). It was recently discovered this direct copolymerization strategy for convenient synthesis 
of quaternary ammonium-containing polyethylene ionomers and elucidated the structures and 
physical properties of these ionomers.
49
 Table 2.1 summarizes the copolymerization 
conditions and detailed characterization results (including composition, branching structure, 
molecular weight, and dilute solution properties) of the ionomers. Figure 2.1 shows their 
1
H 
NMR spectra, which confirm their possession of the covalently tethered quaternary 
ammonium ions and the highly branched polyethylene skeleton.  
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Scheme 2.1 Schematically illustrate the synthesis of hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers, 
the modification for CNC particles, and the modified assemblies. 
 
Changing the feed concentration of AETMA
+
BF4
–
 in the polymerization allows the 
convenient tuning of its content (i.e., quaternary ammonium content; 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 1.5, 
and 2.3 mol% for I1–I6, respectively; see Table 2.1) in the ionomers.49 In consequence, the 
average molecular weight (see Table 2.1) of the ionomers generally decreases with the 
increase of the quaternary ammonium content.
49
 The quaternary ammonium ions are 
randomly distributed in the ionomer chains given the statistical Pd–diimine-catalyzed 
ethylene-acrylate copolymerization mechanism,
50,51
 with each ionomer chain containing 
multiple ions on average. As per their low intrinsic viscosity (see Table 2.1), the polyethylene 
skeleton of these ionomers features a spherical dendrimer-like, highly compact 
hyperbranched chain architecture, resulting from the well-known chain walking mechanism 
of the Pd–diimine catalyst.50,51 This hyperbranched architecture is beneficial since it 
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completely disrupts the formation of polyethylene crystals and thus renders the ionomers with 
good dispersibility/solubility in nonpolar/low-polarity solvents (such as THF, toluene, 
chloroform, etc.), which facilitates the subsequent surface modification of CNCs through 
solution mixing. In the solvents, the ionomers form three-dimensional physical cross-linking 
networks due to the aggregation of the quaternary ammonium ions.
49
 DLS characterization of 
I4 as a representative ionomer in THF shows a large Z-average hydrodynamic size of ca. 280 
nm with a very broad size distribution (ranging from ca. 10 nm to 10,000 nm with a high 
polydispersity index, PDI = 0.56) and a  potential of ca. 10 mV. The large size and broad 
distribution provide the evidence supporting the presence ionic aggregation. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 
1
H NMR spectra of the quaternary ammonium-containing hyperbranched 
polyethylene ionomers (I1–I6) and a nonionic hyperbranched ethylene homopolymer. 
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Table 2.1 Synthesis and characterization of the quaternary ammonium-containing hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers (I1–I6). 
Ionomer
a
 
Catalyst 
(mmol) 
Comonomer
b
 
(mol/L) 
Yield 
(g) 
C2H4
TOF
c
 
(1/h) 
Comonomer
content
d 
(mol%) 
Branch 
density
e
 
(1/1000 C) 
GPC results of hydrolyzed samples
f
 
Mw
 
(kg/mol) 
PDI 
[η]w
 
(mL/g) 
K
 
(mL/g) 
α 
I1 0.1 0.10 1.20 17.9 0.2 92 18 1.7 9.5 0.55 0.30 
I2 0.3 0.14 2.85 14.1 0.4 92 16 1.4 10.2 0.31 0.37 
I3 0.1 0.20 1.40 20.8 0.7 85 18 1.3 10.2 0.20 0.41 
I4 0.3 0.36 1.85 9.2 1.1 90 29 1.5 11.5 0.29 0.36 
I5 0.1 0.50 0.82 12.2 1.5 88 15 1.3 10.1 0.17 0.43 
I6 0.1 1.00 0.19 2.8 2.3 92 9 1.4 8.4 0.26 0.39 
a
 Polymerizations were all conducted under 1 atm ethylene pressure in 10 mL acetone as solvent at room temperature for 24 h. 
b
 Feed 
concentration of ionic liquid comonomer, AETMA
+
BF4
–
. 
c
 Ethylene turnover frequency (TOF) calculated as 
𝑚𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (𝑔)
24 (ℎ)×28 (
𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙
)
𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝑚𝑜𝑙)
. 
d
 Content of 
quaternary ammonium ion in ionomers, determined with 
1
H NMR spectroscopy as 100% × 4𝐼1/9𝐼2, where I1 represents the integration area for 
methyl protons on the ammonium ion (ca. 3.25 ppm) and I2 represents peak integration area for protons on ethylene sequences (0.7–1.5 ppm). 
e
 
Branch density determined with 
1
H NMR as 1000 × 2𝐼3/3𝐼2, where I3 represents the integration area for methyl protons in ethylene sequences 
(0.7–1.0 ppm). f Weight-average molecular weight (Mw) and polydispersity index (PDI) were determined with the light scattering detector in the 
characterization of hydrolyzed ionomers with triple-detection GPC; weight-average intrinsic viscosity ([η]w), Mark-Houwink-Sakurada 
parameters (K, α) were measured with the viscosity detector in triple detection GPC. 
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Herein, surface modification of CNCs with the ionomers is conveniently achieved by 
the simple dropwise addition of an aqueous CNC dispersion (21 mg·mL
-1
) into a dilute 
solution of each ionomer in THF at desired concentrations under ultrasonication. In this 
procedure, the volume ratio of the aqueous CNC dispersion to the THF ionomer solution was 
made low, 1:80, to prevent the undesired precipitation of the ionomers upon the addition of 
excess water. During the dropwise addition of the CNC solution, the mixture became cloudy 
initially, followed with the gradual formation of fluffy white precipitates. The phenomenon is 
drastically different from the control experiment by dropping CNC solution into pure THF 
without containing ionomers, where visible large aggregates immediately formed. This 
difference clearly indicates the effect of the ionomers. The resulting mixture was vacuum-
filtered; the solids were thoroughly washed with excess fresh THF to remove unused 
ionomers and then dried, rendering the modified CNCs as white solid powders. Through this 
procedure, it was found that a nearly quantitative retention of the feed CNCs was achieved in 
all cases. In the case with I3 as the modifying ionomer, the effect of the feed mass ratio of 
ionomer to CNC [(mionomer/mCNC)0, in the broad range of 0.5 to 4] on the modification was 
investigated by changing the concentration of the ionomer solution while with a fixed weight 
of CNCs. With the other ionomers, the (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio was set at 2 to investigate the 
effect of ionic content of the ionomer on the modification. The resulting modified ionomers 
are termed as mCNC# (i.e., mCNC1 to mCNC6) with the number denoting the corresponding 
ionomers (I1 to I6), or mCNC3-# (i.e., mCNC3-1 to mCNC3-4) for those modified with I3 at 
different (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratios. Table 2.2 summarizes the characterizations of these 
modified CNCs.  
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Figure 2.2 shows the FTIR spectrum of a representative modified CNC sample, 
mCNC4, as well as the spectra of the corresponding ionomer (I4) and dried original 
unmodified CNCs for comparison. I4 shows two characteristic bands at 1737 and 1460 cm
-1
, 
respectively. They correspond respectively to the C=O stretching frequency of the carbonyl 
group and the trimethyl groups of the quaternary ammonium in the incorporated 
AETMA
+
BF4
–
 units in the ionomer.
42
 These two bands are absent in the unmodified CNCs 
but are clearly present in mCNC4, thus confirming qualitatively the presence of the adsorbed 
ionomer in the modified CNC sample. 
 
Figure 2.2 FTIR spectra of I4, dried original unmodified CNCs, and I4-modified mCNC4. 
 
TGA characterization was performed on the modified CNCs to evaluate their thermal 
behavior and quantify their ionomer content. Figure 2.3(a) shows the TGA curves of the I3-
modified CNCs obtained at various (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratios, along with those of I3 and dried 
unmodified CNCs for comparison. I3 starts decomposition at around 350 ºC with the nearly 
complete weight loss at 500 ºC (char yield of 0.5% at 500 ºC). Nearly identical TGA curves 
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were observed with the other ionomers. Dried unmodified CNCs start decomposition at about 
220 ºC and exhibit a drastic 63% weight loss within 220–330 ºC followed with a gradual 
weight loss upon the further temperature increase (with an additional weight loss of 16% 
within 320–500 ºC), which is typical of sulfonated CNCs.52,53 All the I3-modified CNCs 
exhibit a well-separated two-step weight loss, with the first step within 220–330 ºC (∆W1) 
attributable solely to the decomposition of CNCs and the second step within 330–500 ºC 
(∆W2) resulting from the degradation of both CNCs and the ionomer. 
The mass content of the ionomer in the modified CNCs has thus been quantified from 
∆W1 and are summarized in Table 2.2. Figure 2.3(b) plots the dependence of the mass 
content of I3 in the I3-modified CNCs on the (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio. Increasing the 
(mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio from 0.5 to 4 leads to a significant increase in the mass content of I3 
from 8 to 35 wt%. This indicates the amount of adsorbed ionomer increases with its feed 
concentration. However, the increase in the ionomer mass content is much more significant 
within the (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio of 0.5–2. As such, the modification with the other ionomers 
was all undertaken at the (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio of 2. 
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Table 2.2 Characterization of the modified CNCs prepared with different ionomers. 
Modified 
CNCs 
Ionomer (mionomer/mCNC)0
a
 
TGA results  DLS results
e 
 
∆W1
b 
(%) 
∆W2
b 
(%) 
Td,max
c 
(ºC) 
Ionomer 
content
d 
(wt%) 
 
dp
 
(nm) 
PDI
 
 
potential 
(mV) 
 
CNCs N/A 0 63 16 311 0  91 0.3 -27  
mCNC1 I1 2 58 32 311 8      
mCNC2 I2 2 51 38 311 19  401 0.39 -15  
mCNC3-1 I3 0.5 58 34 314 8      
mCNC3-2 I3 1 52 41 314 17  273 0.37 17  
mCNC3-3 I3 2 46 47 321 27  332 0.41 17  
mCNC3-4 I3 4 41 50 323 35  255 0.39 22  
mCNC4 I4 2 43 46 326 32  265 0.36 20  
mCNC5 I5 2 46 44 320 27  552 0.56 22  
mCNC6 I6 2 45 42 320 29  287 0.34 30  
a
 Feed mass ratio of ionomer to CNC employed in the preparation of modified CNCs. 
b
 ∆W1: percentage weight loss within the 
temperature range of 220–330 ºC; ∆W2: percentage weight loss within the temperature range of 330–500 ºC. 
c
 Peak CNC-
decomposition temperature. 
d
 Percentage ionomer mass content in the modified CNCs calculated according to: 
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 =  100 − ∆𝑊1/0.63 . 
e
 Z-average hydrodynamic particle size (dp), polydispersity index (PDI) for size 
distribution, and  potential determined by DLS from dilute dispersions in water (for original unmodified CNCs) or THF (for 
ionomer-modified CNCs). 
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Figure 2.3 (a) TGA curves of I3, dried unmodified CNCs, and CNCs modified with I3 
(mCNC3-1 to mCNC3-4) at different ionomer/CNC mass ratios; (b) effect of I3/CNC mass 
ratio on the content of I3 in the mCNC3 set of modified CNCs; (c) TGA curves of various 
modified CNCs prepared at the mass ratio of 2, along with that of unmodified CNCs for 
comparison. 
 
Similar two-step TGA curves (see Figure 2.3(c)) were found with modified CNCs 
prepared with the other ionomers at the same (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio of 2. Except mCNC1 and 
mCNC2 having lower ionomer content of 8 and 19 wt%, respectively, the other modified 
CNCs all have similar ionomer content within 27–32 wt%. This indicates that increasing the 
content of the quaternary ammonium ions in the ionomers from 0.2 (in I1) to 0.7 mol% (in I3) 
leads to the enhanced ionomer adsorption due to the increased binding sites for ionic 
complexation with CNCs. However, this effect levels off with the further increase in the ionic 
content in the ionomers from I3 to I6. 
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In addition, the ionomer modification is found to slightly improve the thermal 
stability of CNCs. Except mCNC1 and mCNC2, the peak CNC-decomposition temperature 
of most modified CNCs (Td,max, see Table 2.2) in the first step is generally slightly higher 
(314−326 ºC) than that of dried unmodified CNCs (311 ºC). With the mCNC3 set of 
modified samples (mCNC3-1 to mCNC3-4), one can find the increasing trend of Td,max (from 
314 to 323 ºC) with increase of the ionomer content from mCNC3-1 to mCNC3-4. These 
results indicate that the adsorbed ionomers on the surface of modified CNCs can serve as a 
protecting coating layer enhancing the thermal stability of the CNCs. 
Figure 2.4 shows the XRD pattern of mCNC3-4 as a representative modified CNC 
sample, along with those of the corresponding ionomer, I3, and dried unmodified CNCs for 
comparison. According to literature, the diffraction peaks of cellulose I crystal structures in 
unmodified CNCs at 2θ values of 14.7, 17.0, 22.4, and 35.1º, are attributed to the (101), (101̅), 
(002), and (040), respectively.
54
 I3 shows a broad diffraction peak centered at 18.3º within 
the 2θ range, which is the typical amorphous polymer peak found with this range of 
polyethylene-based ionomers.
49
 The diffraction pattern of mCNC3-4 is superimposed by the 
peaks of both the original CNCs and the ionomer. The characteristic cellulose I diffraction 
peaks are well retained, confirming as expected that the CNC structures remain intact during 
this physical surface modification process. 
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Figure 2.4 XRD diffraction patterns of mCNC3-4, I3, and dried unmodified CNCs. 
 
2.3.2 Dilute Dispersions of Modified CNCs in Organic Solvents  
Except for mCNC1 and mCNC3-1 due to insufficient ionomer coating, the dried 
modified CNC powders were found to be dispersible, upon sonication, in nonpolar or low-
polarity organic solvents such as toluene, chloroform, and THF at dilute concentrations 
(around 10 mg·mL
-1
). The dispersions were found stable after ultrasonication for days while 
freeze-dried unmodified CNCs precipitated out nearly immediately after ultrasonication. 
However, they were not dispersible in water or high-polarity organic solvents (such as 
methanol, acetone, etc.) where the hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers themselves cannot 
disperse/dissolve, confirming the hydrophobic nature of the modified CNCs. Clearly, the 
dispersibility in these organic solvents can be attributed to the adsorbed ionomers. On the 
contrary, the large aggregates obtained in the control experiment by dropping the CNC into 
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pure THF without containing ionomers could not disperse THF at all due to the absence of 
ionomer coating. 
DLS measurements were carried out on the dilute dispersions of various modified 
CNCs in THF to determine their Z-average hydrodynamic size (dp), polydispersity index 
(PDI) of size distribution, and  potential. In particular, the data are listed in Table 2.2. 
Relative to those of the original CNCs in water (dp = 91 nm; PDI = 0.3), all the modified 
CNCs show much greater dp values (generally within 255–552 nm) and broader distribution 
(PDI in the range of 0.34–0.56). The higher particle sizes suggest the presence of CNC 
aggregates as a result of the “cross-linking” effect of the multidentate ionomers. This is 
further confirmed with the AFM images shown below. The ionomer modification also 
dramatically changes the  potential of the particles. Relative to the negative  potential of –
27 mV of original CNCs, the set of modified CNC samples (mCNC2, mCNC3-3, mCNC4, 
mCNC5, and mCNC6) obtained at the same (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio with different ionomers 
shows increasing  potential values of –15, 17, 20, 22, 30 mV, respectively, with the gradual 
increase of ionic content in the ionomers. These  potential data confirm solidly the expected 
ionic binding of the cationic ionomers onto the negative charged CNCs, which effectively 
changes the surface charge of the particles. Particularly, those modified with I3–I6 have 
reversed charge due to the presence of excess quaternary ammonium cations. 
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2.3.3 Morphology of Modified CNCs by AFM 
 
Figure 2.5 AFM height images of original unmodified CNCs (a), mCNC2 (b), mCNC3-3 (c), 
mCNC4 (d), mCNC6 (e, f). 
 
AFM imaging of the morphology of modified CNCs was undertaken on samples 
prepared from their dilute dispersions in THF. Figure 2.5 shows typical AFM height images 
of original unmodified CNCs and representative modified CNCs (mCNC2, mCNC3-3, 
mCNC4, and mCNC6). Original CNCs (Figure 2.5(a)) show a rod-like shape with the 
average length and width of 119 ± 21 and 5 ± 1 nm, respectively. As opposed to the needle-
like shape often observed under transmission electron microscopy, such a rod-like shape is 
typical of unmodified CNCs under AFM imaging due to the tip-broadening effect.
55
 As such, 
the reported shape width data were all obtained from the AFM height profiles.
55
 The ionomer 
modification dramatically changes the particle morphology by inducing the self-assembled 
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aggregations of individual CNC rods and the rod aggregates (see Scheme 2.1) due to the 
“cross-linking” or “bridging” effect of the ionomers.  
The multidentate nature of the ionomers enables the binding of the different 
quaternary ammonium cations present in the same ionomer chain onto different CNC 
particles, causing the assembly. Meanwhile, the ionic aggregation ubiquitous in ionomers can 
also make a contribution through the ionic interactions of quaternary ammonium ions present 
in ionomer chains adsorbed on different CNC particles.  
In mCNC2, mCNC3-3, and mCNC4, shapes appearing as bundles of CNCs formed 
through random side-to-side aggregation are extensively present (see Figure 2.5(b-d)). In 
these samples, the average shape length is 170 ± 33, 161 ± 28, and 403 ± 121 nm, 
respectively; the average width is 9 ± 2, 12 ± 4, and 19 ± 8 nm, respectively. Given the 
significantly greater shape length and width, the side-to-side aggregation is much more 
pronounced in mCNC4 than in mCNC2 and mCNC3-3, which is reasoned to result from the 
higher quaternary ammonium content in the enabling ionomer I4. More interestingly, two 
unique types of shapes with significantly larger dimensions are observed in mCNC6. Figure 
2.5(e) shows a high-aspect-ratio, needle-like shape extensively present in mCNC6, which has 
a large average length of 1.5 ± 0.4 µm and an average width of 8 ± 2 nm, respectively. Its 
extremely long length indicates the extensive presence of longitudinal aggregation of CNC 
rods. Similar shapes resulting from longitudinal aggregation were previously reported on self-
assembled duplexed DNA-grafted CNCs.
56
 Figure 2.5(f) shows another sheet-like shape also 
extensively present in mCNC6, which is featured with a dimension of (320 ± 35) nm  (235 ± 
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38) nm, with a thickness of 10 ± 2 nm. This latter shape has not been previously reported for 
any modified CNCs. Herein, it was only observed in mCNC6 while not in the other modified 
CNCs. Its formation should involve highly ordered side-to-side assembly of the CNC rods. 
The formation of the two curious types of shapes in mCNC6 is puzzling and suggests future 
investigation. Given their sole presence in mCNC6, the ionic content of the enabling 
ionomers clearly plays a significant role in the self-assembly of the modified CNC rods to 
render the different shapes. On the contrary, the control sample obtained by dropping the neat 
CNC into pure THF without containing ionomers shows large irregular random aggregates 
(see Figure 2.6). A surfactant CTAB-modified CNC sample (CTAB-CNC) was also prepared 
as another control sample. It also shows dispersibility in THF. Like the ionomer-modified 
CNCs, its AFM images also show the presence of aggregates. 
 
 
Figure 2.6 AFM height and phase images of aggregated CNCs obtained in the control 
experiment by dropping CNCs into pure THF (height images: a and b; phase images: a’ and 
b’), CTAB-CNC dispersed in THF (height images: c and d; phase images: c’ and d’). 
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A representative AFM image taken on mCNC4 (Figure 2.7(a)) also provides some 
visual evidence confirming the presence of the ionomer coating around the shapes. In the 
image, every shape appears to be surrounded with a coating layer at the edge, which shows 
different phase compared to the surrounded area. Figure 2.7(b) shows the height profiles for 
two shapes denoted in Figure 2.7(a), which show the presence of the settled coating layer at a 
height of around 2.1–3.4 nm.  
 
 
Figure 2.7 (a) AFM height image of mCNC4 at a higher magnification; (b) height profiles 
across two shapes denoted in (a). 
 
2.3.4 Thixotropic Behavior of Dispersions of Modified CNCs in THF 
Aqueous dispersions of sulfonated CNCs show interesting rheological behavior due to 
their unique rod-like shape with a charged surface and the tendency to form ordered liquid 
crystalline structures.
57,58
 With the gradual increase of the CNC concentration, aqueous 
dispersions of CNCs transition from isotropic (CNC concentration ≤ ca. 3 mg·mL-1) to a 
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biphasic suspension (ca. 3–10 mg·mL-1) and to a birefringent gel-like material (≥ ca. 11 
mg·mL
-1
), which in turn changes their rheological properties.
59-61
 The temperature,
60
 aspect 
ratio,
62
 surface charge,
63,64
 addition of electrolytes
65,66
 or polymers
67,68
 into the aqueous 
dispersions of CNCs can also dramatically affect their rheological behavior. In addition, 
aqueous dispersions of HCl-hydrolyzed CNCs
69
 and covalently modified cationic CNCs
70
 
have been reported to behave as thixotropic fluids. However, all the rheological studies have 
thus far focused on their aqueous dispersions, while with extremely limited study
44
 on the 
dispersions of organo-dispersible CNCs in organic solvents. 
The unique dispersibility of the ionomer-modified CNCs in nonpolar or low-polarity 
organic solvents enables us to study the rheological properties of their dispersions in THF. 
With mCNC4, a range of dispersions at different concentrations (10–75 mg·mL-1) in THF 
was prepared. All the dispersions were left standing for a week after preparation. The 
dispersion at the lowest concentration of 10 mg·mL
-1
 was found to remain as a cloudy, 
readily flowable, isotropic dispersion without precipitation. On the contrary, all the other 
dispersions (within 25–75 mg·mL-1) turned into white-colored organo-gels, suggesting the 
formation of a network structure in the dispersions. But all the dispersions/gels did not show 
birefringence, confirming the absence of ordered liquid crystal structures. In particular, the 
gels with mCNC4 concentration ≥ 40 mg·mL-1 remained stable even when their vials were 
inverted, but became readily flowable after being shaken (Figure 2.8(a,b)), indicating the 
breakdown of the internal structure under shear. Such a behavior is typical of thixotropic 
fluids. After being left overnight, the shaken flowable fluids turned back into the invertible 
gels again, suggesting the rebuilding of the network structure. It was found that the round-trip 
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transitions between gel and flowable fluid were reversible for the examined 4 cycles. The gel 
formed at the mCNC4 concentration of 25 mg·mL
-1
 was, however, not strong enough to 
support its own weight and flowed down upon the inversion of its vial (Figure 2.8(a)).  
 
Figure 2. 8 (a) Dispersions and organo-gels of mCNC4 in THF at different concentrations 
(10–75 mg·mL-1) after standing for a week; (b) the thixotropic behavior of the gels. 
 
The organo-gels only formed in THF, while not in other solvents (toluene, chloroform, 
and chlorobenzene were examined). In these latter solvents, the dispersions, despite at high 
concentrations (75 mg·mL
-1
), remained as isotropic flowable fluids even after long standing. 
This indicates the critical role of THF in facilitating the formation of the gel network 
structure in these dispersions. Clearly, the solvent-particle interactions contribute 
significantly to the gel formation. However, the precise mechanism for the formation of 
organo-gels in THF is not known at the moment and will require further investigation. 
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Rheological characterization of the dispersions with mCNC4 concentration within 
40–75 mg·mL-1 was undertaken by both small amplitude dynamic oscillation and steady 
shear measurements at 10 ºC. Figure 2.9(a–d) shows the data obtained from the small 
amplitude dynamic oscillation measurements. At a high strain of 100%, the dispersions 
behave primarily as viscous fluids with loss modulus (G") greater than storage modulus (G') 
and both moduli show frequency dependences (Figure 2.9(a)). In Figure 2.9(b), the G” data at 
0.01% is noisy; this may be caused by the continuing structure rebuilding or colloids 
rearrange after high strain measurement. In general, at a low strain of 0.01%, the dispersions 
are primarily elastic with G' much greater than G"; G' shows only very weak dependences on 
frequency, confirming their behavior approaching to ideal stiff gels (Figure 2.9(b)). For each 
dispersion, the complex viscosity (*) is more than one order of magnitude greater at the 
strain of 0.01% than at 100% (Figure 2.9(c)). The phase angle () values at the strain of 0.01% 
stay nearly constant around 10 º across the frequency range for all these gels while the values 
are much greater at the strain of 100% along with the frequency dependences (Figure 2.9(d)). 
With the increase of the concentration of mCNC4 in the dispersions, the moduli and * 
values all increase. These oscillation results confirm the transition of the dispersions from 
elastic gel to viscous fluid following the breakdown of the gel network structure with the 
increase of strain. 
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Figure 2.9 Rheological data from small amplitude dynamic oscillation measurements of 
organo-gels of mCNC4 in THF at different concentrations (40–75 mg·mL-1) at 10 ºC: (a) 
dynamic moduli (G' and G") vs. frequency () at the strain of 100%; (b) G' and G" vs.  at 
the strain of 0.01%; (c) * vs.  at both strains of 100% and 0.01%; (d) phase angle () vs.  
at both strains. 
 
Figure 2.10 plots the viscosity vs. shear rate curves for the dispersions obtained in the 
steady shear measurements with up and down shear rate sweeps. The three dispersions show 
similar hysteresis loops characteristic of thixotropic fluids. The small bulge showing in the 
dispersion with the highest concentration (75 mg·mL
-1
) might be caused by dilatant and shear 
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thinning. With the increase of the concentration of mCNC4, the area of the hysteresis loop 
shows a trend of increase, indicating that the extent of thixotropy increases with the 
concentration.  
 
 
Figure 2.10 Viscosity vs. shear rate curves of thixotropic organo-gels of mCNC4 in THF at 
different concentrations (40–75 mg·mL-1) obtained from shear measurements at 10 ºC. 
 
Dispersions were also prepared with other modified CNCs [mCNC1, mCNC2, 
mCNC3-3, and mCNC6 prepared at the same (mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio of 2] in THF at the same 
concentration of 75 mg·mL
-1
. The dispersions of mCNC1 and mCNC2 remained as flowable 
fluids with no gel formation despite long standing while the others (prepared with mCNC3-3 
and mCNC6) turned into thixotropic gels. This distinct difference suggests that the ionomers 
having varying ionic content employed for their surface modification plays the decisive role 
in the formation of gel network. Only dispersions of modified CNCs (mCNC3-3, mCNC4, 
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and mCNC6) prepared with ionomers of ionic content  0.7 mol% have the feature of gel 
formation. It is reasoned that the higher surface charge and higher shape aspect ratio 
following the modification of ionomers of high ionic content as shown above are the primary 
underlying causes of gel formation in these dispersions. It has been shown in earlier studies
62-
64
 that the surface charge and aspect ratio of sulfated CNCs can significantly affect gel 
formation. 
 
2.3.5 EOC Composites with Modified CNCs as Reinforcing Fillers 
The range of ionomer-modified CNCs was further investigated for their dispersion 
quality and reinforcing performance as fillers in a commercial EOC elastomer as the polymer 
matrix. Several grades of polyolefins (polyethylenes and polypropylenes) have been 
previously employed as the polymer matrices for the construction of CNC-filled 
composites,
32,71-77
 but not ethylene-based elastomers. The EOC is chosen here because it 
should have good compatibility with the highly branched polyethylene skeleton in the 
ionomers given their structural similarity with high branching density (estimated at ca. 56 
branches per 1000 carbons for EOC).
78
 Composites were prepared with selected modified 
CNCs, including mCNC2, mCNC3-3, mCNC4, and mCNC5, at the targeted dry CNC 
loading of 10 wt% by the solution compounding method. In addition, composites were also 
prepared with dried unmodified CNCs and surfactant modified CNCs (CTAB-CNC), 
respectively, as fillers at the same dry CNC loading of 10 wt% for comparison. All resulting 
composites are named as filler/EOC (see Table 2.3). 
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TGA characterization of the composites was conducted. Figure 2.11 shows their TGA 
curves and the TGA results are summarized in Table 2.3. All the composites show a two-step 
weight loss. For those compounded with ionomer-modified CNCs and unmodified CNCs, the 
first-step weight loss occurs between 250 and 320 ºC, which is attributed to the 
decomposition of CNCs. For that compounded with CTAB-CNC, the first-step weight loss 
starts much earlier at ca. 200 ºC and is much broader (200–330 ºC), which is attributed to the 
decomposition/volatilization of both CNCs and the adsorbed CTAB. Td,max of the first step is 
appreciably higher in the composites compounded with ionomer-modified CNCs (286–308 
ºC) than with unmodified CNCs (282 ºC) and CTAB-CNC (284 ºC), confirming again the 
relatively higher thermal stability of the ionomer-modified CNCs. Attributed primarily to the 
decomposition of EOC, the second-step weight loss occurs within 350–500 ºC for all the 
composites. In good agreement with the targeted value of 10 wt%, the mass content of dry 
CNCs in all composites was quantified, from the first-step TGA weight loss, to be about 10–
11 wt%. 
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Figure 2.11 TGA curves of the various EOC composites and neat EOC. The measurements 
were undertaken at 10 ºC/min in N2. 
 
Figure 2.12 DSC crystallization curves of neat EOC and various EOC composites collected at 
cooling rate of 10 ºC/min. 
 
DSC characterization was carried out to investigate the effects of the various fillers on 
the crystallization of the polymer matrix. Figure 2.12 shows the DSC crystallization 
exotherms of the various composites, along with that of neat EOC. The DSC results are also 
summarized in Table 2.3. Neat EOC shows a low onset crystallization temperature (Tc,onset) of 
42 ºC and a small crystallization heat (∆Hc) of 57 J/g due to its nature as a branched ethylene 
copolymer elastomer. The use of unmodified CNCs and CTAB-CNC as fillers leads to the 
negligible change in of Tc,onset. In contrast, the composites with the ionomer-modified CNCs 
as fillers all show appreciably increased Tc,onset (43–45 ºC). Meanwhile, it also appears that 
the composites with ionomer-modified CNCs have slightly lowered ∆Hc (45–49 J/g) relative 
to those with unmodified CNCs and CTAB-CNC (49–50 J/g). These DSC results suggest that 
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the ionomer-modified CNCs are relatively better dispersed in the EOC matrix than 
unmodified CNCs and CTAB-CNC and can serve as nucleation agents facilitating the 
heterogeneous crystallization process.
79
 It is known that the better dispersion of fillers helps 
increase the matrix-filler contact surface area and their interactions, rendering increased 
Tc,onset and reduced ∆Hc.
79 
The composites, along with neat EOC, were characterized by small amplitude 
dynamic oscillation at 190 ºC to study the effects of various fillers on linear melt viscoelastic 
properties of the samples. Figure 2.13(a,b) compare their G' and  curves, respectively. Neat 
EOC displays the typical viscous liquid-like behavior with G'  1.63 (G" = 0.98; G" >> G') 
and  ≈ 90º in the terminal flow range. The addition of dried unmodified CNCs in CNC/EOC 
at 10 wt% dramatically enhances G' by more than three orders of magnitude within the low-
frequency range, along with a much lowered order (0.38) of dependence on . This indicates 
its solid-like behavior.
75,80
 Meanwhile, its  values are below 45º in the low frequency range, 
suggesting the presence of the percolated filler network within the composite.
75,80
 As such, 
the dry CNC content of 10 wt% should be above the percolation threshold.  
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Figure 2.13 Results from dynamic oscillation measurements of various composites and neat 
EOC at 190 ºC: G' (a) and  (b) as functions of frequency. 
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Table 2.3 Thermal and mechanical properties of EOC and its composites. 
Sample 
TGA results
 
 
DSC results
d
 
 
Tensile properties
e 
Td,max
a
 
(ºC) 
∆W1
b
 
(%) 
Dry CNC 
content
c 
(wt%)  
Tc,onset 
(ºC) 
∆Hc 
(J/g) 
Tc  
(ºC)   
σmax 
(MPa) 
εmax 
 (%) 
Modulus
e
 
(MPa)  
Neat EOC N/A 0 0 
 
42 57 46 
 
2.9 1575 4.9 
CNC/EOC 282 7 11 
 
41 49 47 
 
2.7 759 10 
CTAB-CNC/EOC 284 6 10 
 
41 50 48 
 
2.7 832 9.5 
mCNC2/EOC 286 6 10 
 
45 50 52 
 
2.3 1187 7.9 
mCNC3-3/EOC 295 6 10 
 
44 48 53 
 
2.5 1099 8.5 
mCNC4/EOC 308 7 11 
 
43 49 53 
 
2.5 1037 9.5 
mCNC5/EOC 300 7 11 
 
43 45 53 
 
2.6 1071 9.7 
a
 Peak decomposition temperature in the first-stage, weight loss within 200–330 ºC. b Percentage weight loss in the first-stage within 200–330 ºC. 
c
 Weight percentage of dry unmodified CNCs in the composites calculated by ∆W1/0.63. 
d
 Crystallization onset temperature (Tc,onset), 
crystallization temperature (Tc), and crystallization heat (∆Hc) measured during the cooling step at rate of 10 ºC/min. 
e
 Maximum tensile strength 
(σmax), elongation at break (εmax), and Young’s modulus determined during tensile tests at 500 mm·min
-1
. 
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The effects of CTAB-CNC on the rheological properties, however, are not so dramatic as 
the unmodified CNCs. CTAB-CNC/EOC still behaves primarily like a viscous liquid though 
with some level of enhancement in G' relative to neat EOC and the  value shows a plateau at 
about 70º in the low frequency range. These results suggest the absence of the percolated filler 
network in CTAB-CNC/EOC even though the same dry CNC content of 10 wt% was used. This 
behavior is reasoned to result possibly from the desorption of CTAB or decomposition of the 
CTAB-CNC or both in the composite at the high measurement temperature. The sample discs of 
CTAB-CNC/EOC, prepared by compression molding at 135 ºC for rheology measurements, 
were yellow-colored as opposed to the white color found with all the other composites. This 
indicates the presence of decomposition even at 135 ºC when pressed at 2 MPa. Better dispersion 
of CTAB-CNC in EOC, may render liquid-like behavior. The desorbed CTAB or the 
decomposed low-molecular-weight products or both are reasoned to act as lubricants during the 
oscillation measurements, may also render viscoelastic solid-like flow behavior.  
The ionomer-modified CNCs instead show even more dramatic effects on the rheological 
properties than unmodified CNCs. Significant enhancements in G' are noticed with the 
appearance of a plateau in the low frequency range for each one of them. The enhancements are 
even more significant in some of the composites than in CNC/EOC shown above. Meanwhile, 
the  values of all the composites with modified CNCs are lower than those of CNC/EOC in the 
low frequency range. Such a flow behavior is commonly observed in percolated composites with 
increasing filler loading.
75,80
 It indicates that not only the percolated filler network is present in 
all the composites filled with modified CNCs, but also the viscoelastic solid-like behavior is 
even more pronounced in them with stronger filler-filler and filler-matrix interactions than in 
CNC/EOC. Given their nearly identical dry CNC content, this rheological behavior is reasoned 
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to result from the better dispersion of the modified CNCs in the EOC matrix. Clearly, the 
ionomer modification makes the fillers more compatible with the EOC matrix, thus minimizing 
filler aggregation and increasing filler-matrix interface. In line with the DSC results, the 
rheological results also confirm the significant improvement caused by ionomer modification 
upon the dispersibility of the modified CNCs in EOC relative to the unmodified CNCs. Along 
with the TGA results discussed above, a comparison of their rheological results further verifies 
the higher thermal stability of ionomer-modified CNCs relative to CTAB-CNC.
 
The tensile mechanical properties of the various composites were characterized. The 
results are summarized in Table 2.3. Figure 2.14 compares the Young’s modulus and elongation 
at break of the various composites and neat EOC. It is known that the inclusion of fillers in a 
polymer matrix has a reinforcing and stiffening effect, which is usually counteracted by a 
significant loss in ductility.
78,80
 While increases in the moduli of polymer matrices are generally 
expected upon addition of reinforcing fillers, this reinforcement effect in polymer composites is 
typically accompanied by a significant reduction in elongation at break because of the presence 
of large aggregates that create weak spots.
78
 These effects have also been observed with various 
CNC-filled polyolefin composites in earlier studies.
32,71,73,74,76,77
 Herein, upon the addition of the 
various CNC fillers, the modulus is nearly doubled (from 4.8 MPa to 7.9–9.8 MPa) in all the 
composites, confirming the significant reinforcing effects of all the CNC-based fillers on the 
EOC. However, different extent of reductions in the elongation at break is found. The reduction 
is most severe in CNC/EOC and CTAB-CNC/EOC, with their values (759 and 832%, 
respectively) reduced nearly by half relative to that of neat EOC (1575%). Composites prepared 
with the ionomer-modified CNCs instead have maintained elongation at break (within the range 
of 1037–1186%). Relative to CNC/EOC and CTAB-CNC/EOC, their higher elongation at break 
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also confirms the improved dispersion of the modified CNCs in the matrix, as well as the 
improved interfacial adhesion between the modified CNCs and the matrix following ionomer 
m o d i f i c a t i o n . 
 
Figure 2.14 (a) Representative tensile strength vs. strain curves of neat EOC and various 
composites; (b) Comparison of secant modulus and elongation at break of neat EOC and various 
composites. 
 
These tensile data thus confirm the advantages of the ionomer modification in improving 
the reinforcing performance of CNCs relative to unmodified CNCs and CTAB-modified CNCs. 
While there is no clear trend of differences observed among the composites compounded with 
the various ionomer-modified CNCs, mCNC5/EOC shows the optimally balanced tensile 
properties among the set, with the highest modulus of 9.7 MPa and an elongation at break of 
1071%. Though demonstrated herein with the ductile EOC elastomer as the matrix, our findings 
here may be of significance when other polyolefin matrices are used, which may suffer 
significant loss in ductility in the presence of CNC-based fillers. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
A range of quaternary ammonium-containing hyperbranched polyethylene ionomers (I1–
I6) with different ionic content (0.2–2.3 mol%) has been synthesized and employed herein for 
the surface modification of CNCs. The simple addition and mixing of aqueous dispersion of 
CNCs with a THF solution of the ionomer renders conveniently the modified CNCs, primarily 
through the multidentate ionic assembly of the positively charged ammonium ions of the 
ionomers with the negatively charged CNCs. A range of modified CNCs has been prepared with 
the use of different ionomers. The presence of the adsorbed ionomers in the modified CNCs has 
been confirmed by FTIR, XRD, and TGA results. Quantification of the content of adsorbed 
ionomer in the modified CNCs by TGA indicates its increase with the increase of 
(mionomer/mCNC)0 ratio or the ionic content of the ionomer. AFM imaging of the modified CNCs 
indicate their significantly enlarged shape size relative to unmodified CNCs, due to the 
occurrence of side-to-side and/or longitudinal assembly of individual CNCs upon ionomer 
modification. 
Thanks to the hydrophobic hyperbranched polyethylene skeleton, ionomer-modified 
CNCs are dispersible in nonpolar or low-polarity solvents and hydrophobic EOC matrix. Most 
modified CNCs (except mCNC1 and mCNC3-1) are dispersible in solvents including THF, 
toluene, and chloroform. The dispersions of mCNC3-3, mCNC4, and mCNC6 in THF with 
concentration ≥ 40 mg·mL-1 has been found to behave as thixotropic organo-gels, which act as 
stiff gels at low strain (or shear rate) and as viscous fluids at high strain (or shear rate).  
In the EOC matrix, the ionomer-modified CNCs show better dispersion as fillers than 
unmodified CNCs on the basis of the results from the thermal, rheological, and tensile 
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mechanical characterizations. Their better dispersion renders stronger filler-filler and matrix-
filler interactions. In consequence, the EOC composites filled with the ionomer-modified CNCs 
are significantly reinforced with nearly doubled modulus relative to neat EOC while with much 
better maintained elongation at break relative those filled unmodified CNCs or CTAB-CNC. 
Though demonstrated specifically with hyperbranched polyethylene-based ionomers 
herein, this efficient modification strategy should be general and applicable to other quaternary 
ammonium-containing ionomers. With the availability of various polymerization techniques for 
such ionomers, a rich variety of ionomer-modified CNCs can be rendered to suit various specific 
applications. 
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Chapter 3  
Facile Preparation of Strong, Tough Metal Ion Cross-linked Sodium Alginate-
Cellulose Nanocrystal Nanocomposite Films 
 
Abstract  
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) and sodium alginate (SA) are natural biopolymers of 
interest for nanocomposites due to their excellent biodegradability, sustainability, and unique 
properties. In this chapter, a study on the synthesis, structure, and properties of strong tough SA-
CNC nanocomposite films has been undertaken. A range of composite films with CNC content 
ranging from 10 to 97.5 wt% has been prepared simply by solution casting. The interactions 
between CNCs and SA have been examined with the use of dynamic light scattering and atomic 
force microscopy. The structure, optical, and thermal properties have been examined with UV-
vis, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, and thermogravimetric analysis, respectively. The 
composite films have also been tested for their tensile mechanical properties. Both 
thermogravimetric analysis and tensile testing have shown the synergistic reinforcing effects, 
with significantly improved thermal stability and tensile properties relative to neat SA and CNCs. 
The effects of the composition and further metal ion cross-linking on the tensile properties of the 
composite films have also been examined. The optimum calcium ion cross-linked composite 
films show high tensile strength and high toughness, which well exceed those of some natural 
and artificial nacres. 
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3.1 Introduction  
Polymer nanocomposite films make up a class of versatile film materials, prepared from 
the combination of soft polymer matrices and robust nanoparticles. Normally, composite films 
display improved thermal or mechanical properties that are absent in neat polymers, due to the 
incorporated nanoparticles and the created interface.
1,2
 Polymer nanocomposite films have been 
widely used as coating and packaging materials, and there is growing research interest in 
fabricating sustainable and renewable composite films.
3
  
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) have gained considerable attention due to the excellent 
mechanical property, benign ecological, low energy consumption and some other advantages.
4
 
More recently, intense efforts have been devoted to fabricating nanocomposite films by using 
CNC and different types of polymer matrices. Various natural and synthetic polymer matrices, 
such as alginate,
5
 silk,
6
 poly(lactic acid),
7
 poly(vinyl alcohol)
8
 have been used, and the resulting 
composite films demonstrated impressive enhancement of the mechanical performance 
compared to neat polymer films. Sodium alginate (SA) is a low-cost, water-soluble 
polysaccharide extracted from natural brown algae or seaweed. SA is compatible with cellulose, 
and it has excellent film formation property due to the mannuronic acid and guluronic acid 
units.
9
 Each unit contains a carboxylic acid group, and the guluronic acid units can interact with 
different multivalent metal ions to form cross-linked structures.
5,10
 For these reasons, SA or SA 
based materials are commonly used in the preparation of hydrogels, biomedical materials, eco-
friendly absorbents, biodegradable films, etc.
9-12 
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SA films are relatively weak in mechanical strength.
5
 However, mixing SA with CNCs 
results in the composite films with enhanced mechanic properties, wherein CNCs act as the 
reinforcing nanofillers. There are few reports on the preparation and investigation of CNC/SA 
composites. Deepa et al.
9
 reported a maximum increase of ca. 36% in tensile strength for the 
composite with 10 wt% of cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) relative to the neat SA. They claimed 
that a higher content of CNFs was not suitable for composite preparation due to the excess chain 
entanglement and aggregation. Similarly, cellulose fibers were also used as the reinforcing fillers 
for the preparation of alginate composite film.
13,14
 Huq et al.
15
 prepared and studied the effect of 
CNC loadings on the mechanical property of SA/CNC composite films. The CNC content 
studied was in the range of 1 to 8 wt%; and it was found that the optimal composite film showed 
about 37% higher in strength compared to the neat SA film. While previous studies focused on 
the mechanical properties of composite films at low nanofiller loadings, there is still room for 
investigations on how the strength of composites changes with composition or even some other 
components. To this end, the main objective of this study is to prepare the SA/CNC based 
composite films and assess the potential mechanical property. The CNC loading in composites 
ranges from 10 wt% to 97.5 wt%. The optical, thermal and mechanical properties of the binary 
films have been characterized. Furthermore, composite films cross-linked by calcium ion and 
some other metal ions have been successfully prepared. The effects of the amount of calcium ion 
and the types of metal ions on modulating the composite tensile strength have been investigated.  
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3.2 Experimental Section 
3.2.1 Materials  
Cellulose nanocrystal aqueous dispersion (5.1 wt%) used in this study was supplied by 
CelluForce (Canada). Sodium alginate (W201502, Aldrich), CaCl2 (anhydrous, ACS reagent, ≥ 
96%), NiCl2·6H2O (ReagentPlus®), ZnCl2 (anhydrous, Redi-Dri
TM, reagent grade, ≥ 98%), 
CoSO4·7H2O (ReagentPlus®, ≥ 99%), MnSO4 H2O (ReagentPlus®, ≥ 99%), CuSO4·5H2O (ACS 
reagent, ≥ 98%), MgSO4 (anhydrous, ReagentPlus®, ≥ 99.5%), Fe2(SO4)3·xH2O (Fe 21-23 %), 
Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (ACS reagent, ≥ 98%), FeCl3 (reagent grade, 97%), AlCl3 (ReagentPlus®, 99%) 
were obtained from Aldrich. Water with a resistivity of ca. 18 MΩ·cm was produced with a 
Milli-Q® Direct 16 Water Purification System, and was used for dispersion preparation and 
metal ion solution preparation.  
 
3.2.2 Preparation of SA-CNC Composite Films 
SA solution was prepared by dissolving the SA powder (3 wt%) in deionized water under 
stirring at 50 °C. Then, a desired amount of SA solution was mixed with a prescribed volume of 
diluted CNC dispersion (2 wt%). The original light blue color of the CNC dispersion was 
changed into light ivory color after the addition of SA solution. The resulting solution was 
further stirred at room temperature for 4 h. Afterwards, it was subjected to vacuum and 
sonication to remove the trapped air inside the viscous solution, and used as the casting solution 
for film preparation. Subsequently, 4 g of the casting solution was cast onto a polystyrene 
culturing dish (47 mm in diameter, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The dish was kept at room 
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temperature for ca. 2 days for film formation by water evaporation. A series of composite films 
were prepared by altering the CNC content (10, 30, 50, 70, 80, 90, 92.5, 95, and 97.5 wt%, with 
the films denoted as SA-CNC10, SA-CNC30, SA-CNC50, SA-CNC70, SA-CNC80, SA-CNC90, 
SA-CNC92.5, SA-CNC95, SA-CNC97.5, respectively). The films were peeled off from the 
dishes, cut into stripes, stored in sealed sandwich bags. The stripped films were annealed at 
80 °C under vacuum for 1 h prior to characterizations. Ion cross-linked composite films were 
prepared similarly. After the casting of SA/CNC solution in the culturing dish, a prescribed 
volume of calcium chloride solution or other salt solution (0.75 wt%) was slowly sprayed onto 
the SA/CNC sol (ca. 2 g casting solution) in the dish with a sprayer. The ions diffused through 
the sol and induced gelation. After evaporation in air for 2 days, the ion cross-linked films were 
obtained. They were stored and annealed prior to characterizations as described above. The 
cross-linked films are named by adding the molar percentage of calcium (or other ions) relative 
to carbonate groups in the composite. 
 
3.2.3 Characterizations 
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the films were obtained on a Nicolet 6700 
Analytical FTIR spectrometer. The measurements were performed in the ATR mode. UV-vis 
spectroscopy was performed on a Thermoscientific Genesys 10S UV-vis spectrophotometer. 
Dynamic lighting scattering (DLS) and Zeta-potential measurements were performed with a 
Brookhaven Omni instrument which was equipped with a high power 35 mW diode laser. Each 
sample (ca. 0.5 wt%) was measured for five times and the average values were used. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere on a TA Q50 
thermogravimetric analyzer at a heating rate of 20 °C/min. X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments 
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were performed on an X’Pert Pro diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. The mechanical tensile 
testing was performed on a TA instrument Q800 dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) at a test 
speed of 0.3%/min with a fixed gauge length of 8 mm. All the rectangular strips had the width of 
about 2 mm and length of about 35 mm. The thickness of the films was determined with an 
optical microscopy. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were acquired on a Bruker 
Instruments Nanoscope 3D Multimode Atomic force microscope operating in the tapping mode. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Interactions between SA and CNCs 
SA is an anionic polysaccharide bearing carboxylate groups while CNC nanoparticles are 
negatively charged with the presence of surface sulfate groups. Both are water 
soluble/dispersible and are thus expected to be compatible. To investigate the possible 
interactions between the two, dilute solutions containing both SA and CNCs at different 
compositions (total concentration, 0.5 wt%; SA/CNC mass ratio = 100:0, 50:50, 30:70, 20:80, 
10:90, 0:100, respectively) were characterized with DLS. For SA solution, the obtained average 
diameter and surface charge are 895 ± 130 nm and –78 ± 4 mV. The average diameter and 
surface charge obtained from original CNC dispersion are 128 ± 2 nm and –36 ± 5 mV, which 
indicates stable CNC suspension in water with relatively narrow particle size distribution.
16
 
Figure 3.1 shows the average hydrodynamic size and zeta potential of the particles in the 
SA/CNC solutions of varying compositions. Incorporation of SA in the dispersion of CNCs 
increases the overall particle average size. Comparing to original CNCs, the composites show 
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lower zeta potential values down to -70 mV; the zeta potential values are more negative for 
composites, caused by the surface carboxylic groups and anionic sulfated groups.  
 
Figure 3.1 Average particle hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential values of dilute solutions 
of SA and CNC at different compositions. 
 
Surface morphology of SA-CNC composite thin films has been evaluated with AFM. 
Figure 3.2 shows the AFM images of the films of CNCs, SA-CNC90, and SA-CNC80. 
Randomly distributed CNC nanorods are distinctly observed in the image (Figure 3.2(a)) for the 
neat CNC sample,
17
 with an average length of 107 ± 25 nm and an average diameter of 6.4 ± 0.2 
nm. Meanwhile, the film of neat CNCs has a root-mean-square surface roughness of ca. 1.6 nm. 
Due to the presence of SA, the two composite films show different surface morphology. In SA-
CNC90 with a higher CNC content (90 wt%), the majority of the CNC nanoparticles appear to 
aggregate to form bundles with the nanorod morphology still clearly seen. In SA-CNC80, some 
hazy polymer, supposed to be SA, can be observed on the surface, obscuring the clear 
observation of the CNC nanorods underneath. Nevertheless, CNC nanorod bundles can still be 
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seen though not as clear as in SA-CNC90. The formation of the nanorod bundles indicates the 
side-to-side aggregation of the CNC nanorods in the presence of SA. This is also suggestive of 
the coating of SA on the surface of CNC nanorods, which leads to the aggregation. The mean 
square surface roughness in SA-CNC90 and SA-CNC80 is 3.3 and 6.4 nm, respectively, 
significantly higher than that in the neat CNC sample. Clearly, the formation of larger bundles 
leads to coarser surface with higher porosity. 
 
Figure 3.2 Tapping-mode AFM height images of the surface of thin films of (a) CNCs, (b) SA-
CNC90, (c) SA-CNC80. 
 
3.3.2 Optical Properties of SA-CNC Composite Films 
A range of free-standing SA-CNC composite films (ca. 30 µm in thickness) at different 
compositions has been prepared by the solution casting method. Optical properties of the films 
have ben examined with UV-vis spectrophotometry. Figure 3.3 shows the UV-vis transmission 
spectra of the films. For the neat CNC film, a distinct peak is observed within 400580 nm, 
indicative of the characteristic ordered liquid crystal structures present in the CNC film.
18
 
However, there is no peak found in the whole region of 2001000 nm for the composites despite 
at low SA loadings, as well as SA. This indicates that the addition of SA polyelectrolyte even at 
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as low as 10 wt% disrupts the formation of the ordered liquid crystal structures in the composites. 
Similarly, Wang et al. reported the absence of ordered structures in the non-ionic PVA-CNC 
composites with PVA at a content greater than 40 wt%.
8
 Compared to the neat CNC film, the 
SA-CNC90 film has much lower transmittance across the whole spectrum. This is possibly 
because of the non-uniform distribution of the SA and CNCs in the composite, causing light 
scattering and decreasing film transparency.
19
 An increase in SA content from SA-CNC90 to 
SA-CNC30 leads to a gradual increase in the transmittance. Reducing the CNC content to 50 wt% 
gives the SA-CNC50 composite film the similar transparency as the neat SA film. The 
composites with the CNC content ≤ 50 wt% show high transmittance values (> 80%) within 
nearly the whole visible region. Voids are possibly diminished in these composites, giving higher 
optical transmittance.
20
 
 
Figure 3.3 (a) UV-vis and (b) FTIR spectra of CNCs, SA and composites. 
 
ATR-FTIR spectra of films of neat CNC, neat SA, and the composites are presented in 
Figure 3.3(b). Generally, all the films show similar characteristic bands for hydrophilic 
carbohydrates. Bands at around 3350 cm
-1
 and 2900 cm
-1
, attributable to O-H and C-H stretching 
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vibrations, respectively, are observed in all the films. Compared to neat SA, the band at 3350 cm
-
1
 band is sharper in neat CNCs and the composites, suggesting the presence of enhanced 
hydrogen bonding in neat CNCs and the composites.
15
 The spectrum of neat CNCs have a 
relatively weak O-H bending vibration band at 1640 cm
-1
 and a broad C-O-C pyranose ring 
stretching vibration band at 1160-960 cm
-1
.
21
 The spectrum of neat SA shows two intense bands 
at around 1600 cm
-1
 and 1410 cm
-1
 assigned to COO
-
 stretching vibrations.
22
 These two latter 
bands are distinctly present in the composites, with increasing intensities upon the increase of SA 
content. In addition, a band at 1160 cm
-1
, which is absent in neat SA, shows the increased 
intensity as the fraction of CNC increases, which is often seen in typical cellulosic compound.
15 
 
3.3.3 Thermal Properties of SA-CNC Composite Films 
TGA and derivative TGA curves for all samples are shown in Figure 3.4. All samples 
show an initial weight loss at 100 °C, due to the evaporation of surface adsorbed moisture and 
the trapped water in the samples. The initial weight loss is about 4%, 8.5%, and 5.5% for the neat 
CNCs, the neat SA and SA-CNC30, and the other composites, respectively. SA and SA-CNC30 
that has the highest SA content among the composites show the highest initial weight loss due to 
the hydrophilic and non-crystalline nature of SA. Neat SA has the lowest temperature stability, 
with the major weight loss occurring within 200260 C (see Figure 3.4(b)). Compared to neat 
SA sample, the neat CNCs has a better stability due to its crystalline structure, with the major 
weight loss occurring at higher temperatures in the range of 230300 C and the peak-maximum 
temperature at ca. 255 C. On the contrary, all the SA-CNC composites show improved stability 
compared to neat SA and neat CNCs. From Figure 3.4(b), the major weight loss of the 
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composites generally occurs within 200360 C depending on the CNC content. Two distinct 
degradation peaks are observed from their differential TGA curves. While the lower-temperature 
peaks are within 200250 C for all the composites (attributable to SA in the composites), the 
other higher-temperature peaks show the gradually broadened width along with increasing peak-
maximum temperature and increasing peak intensity with the increase of CNC content. The 
higher-temperature peaks should thus correspond to the degradation of the CNC component in 
the composites. SA-CNC30 has the higher-temperature peak within 250300 C, which is a 
minor peak relative to the lower-temperature peak, with the peak maximum at 268 C. SA-
CNC90 has the higher-temperature peak within 270360 C, which is the dominant peak, with 
the peak-maximum temperature of 330 C. The peak-maximum temperature of SA-CNC90 is 
significantly higher (75 C) than that of neat CNCs, making it the most stable sample. This is 
also suggestive of the strong interactions between SA and CNCs, which improves the thermal 
stability of the composites. Similar features were also observed with CNC/chitosan composite 
films.
23
 In addition, the char yield at 650 °C of neat SA sample and the composites having higher 
SA contents ( 30 wt%) are higher (3134%) than the values (ca. 23 wt%) of neat CNCs and 
other composites of lower SA contents (≤ 20 wt%). This is reasoned to result from sodium 
carbonate produced from the degradation of SA.
24
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Figure 3.4 (a) TGA and (b) derivative curves of CNCs, SA and the composites in a N2 
atmosphere with a heating rate of 20 C/min. 
3.3.4 Tensile Mechanical Properties of SA-CNC Composite Films 
Tensile tests were performed on the SA-CNC composite films to demonstrate the effect 
of CNCs on the mechanical properties. The tests were performed at room temperature with the 
relative humidity of 45%. All films were dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C for 1 h to remove 
adsorbed moisture, which often acts as a plasticizer and causes the deterioration of mechanical 
properties.
25
 Figure 3.5(a) plots the tensile strength and strain of the composite films as functions 
of CNC content. The neat CNC films are herein measured to have the average strength and strain 
of 132  15 MPa and 1.1  0.3 %, respectively, suggesting the typical brittle characteristics. The 
neat SA films show an average strength of 155  12 MPa and an average strain of 11.2  0.5 %, 
suggesting that they are typical flexible films. As shown in Figure 3.5(a), increasing the CNC 
content decreases the strain gradually. The tensile strength of the composite films shows an 
initial increase from 155  12 MPa for neat SA to 257  15 MPa for SA-CNC30 (strain 3.4  
0.4 %) with the increase of CNC content from 0 to 30 wt%, followed with a subsequent decrease 
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with the further increase of CNC content. In general, the composite films with CNC contents 
within 1070 wt% have higher tensile strength than the neat CNC and SA films, showing the 
synergistic effect as a result of the ionic interactions between SA and CNCs. In particular, SA-
CNC30 films have ca. 66% higher tensile strength relative to the neat SA films. Composite films 
prepared at high CNC contents (92.5, 95, 97.5 wt%) show similar tensile properties as the neat 
CNC films with only marginal differences, due to the insufficient SA contents. 
Figure 3.5(b) plots the tensile modulus and toughness of the films as functions of CNC 
content. The modulus shows a general trend of increase with the increase of CNC content from 0 
to 70 wt% due to the incorporation of the hard CNCs. Meanwhile, the modulus increase is more 
significant within the CNC content of 020 wt%. On the contrary, the toughness of the films 
decreases with the increase of the CNC content, due to the decrease in strain at breakage. The 
neat CNC films have a high modulus of 18.5  1.5 GPa and a toughness of 0.85  0.3 MJ·m-3. 
SA-CNC30 films show a modulus of 14.3  0.5 GPa and a toughness of 5.5 ± 0.9 MJ·m-3. Along 
with the tensile strength, these mechanical properties of SA-CNC30 films approach well to those 
of nacre-mimicking composites. For example, a poly(vinyl alcohol)-clay-nanofibrillar cellulose 
artificial nacre was reported to have tensile strength, modulus, and toughness of 302 MPa, 22.8 
GPa, and 3.72 MJ·m-3.1 Meanwhile, the tensile strength and toughness of SA-CNC30 films well 
exceed those of natural nacre (80135 MPa and 1.8 MJ·m-3, respectively), indicating its 
impressive mechanical performance. 
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Figure 3.5 Tensile mechanical properties of films of neat CNCs, neat SA and the composites: (a) 
strength and strain; and (b) modulus and toughness as functions of CNC content. 
 
3.3.5 Calcium Cross-linked SA-CNC30 Composite Films 
To further enhance the mechanical properties of composite films, the effect of calcium 
ion cross-linking on the tensile properties of SA-CNC30 films has been investigated. The 
addition of calcium ions in SA has been known to result in cross-linking of the anionic 
polyelectrolyte. The calcium ions interact with the guluronic units on SA and form ionic bridges; 
the ions are then trapped in the cavities between the chains.
26
 For this purpose, several SA-
CNC30 films with different degrees of cross-linking were prepared by altering the added 
amounts of Ca
2+
, which were dosed based on the mole amount of COO
–
 in the composites. The 
Ca
2+
 cross-linked SA-CNC30 composite films are termed as SA-CNC30-#%, with the latter 
percentage indicating the molar percentage of Ca
2+
 relative to the mole amount of COO
–
 in the 
composites. 
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Figure 3.6(a) shows the UV-vis curves of the various cross-linked SA-CNC30 films. 
Except SA-CNC30-100%, the curves of all the cross-linked SA-CNC30 films nearly overlap 
with that of non-cross-linked SA-CNC30 and their transmittance values are high across the 
whole visible wavelength range. For SA-CNC30-100% treated with an excess amount of calcium, 
the film transmittance is reduced. Clearly, an excess amount of Ca
2+
 in the films decreases the 
light transmittance due to the light scattering on free salt crystals inside the film. Figure 3.6(b) 
shows the ATR-FTIR spectra of the composite films within the wavenumber range of COO
–
 
vibration. Small but noticeable left shifts of the two COO
-
 vibration bands (ca. 1600 and 1410 
cm
-1
) can be observed with the increase of Ca
2+
 dosage, verifying the presence of the strong ionic 
interactions between guluronic units in SA and Ca
2+
. In particular, the asymmetric stretching 
vibration band at 1410 cm
-1
 is relatively more sensitive than the symmetric stretching vibration at 
1600 cm
-1
. In addition, the band shifting is more pronounced in the presence of high dosages of 
CaCl2 (45 and 100%). 
 
Figure 3.6 (a) UV-vis spectra and (b) FTIR spectra of Ca
2+
 cross-linked SA-CNC30 composites 
at different Ca
2+
 mole percentages relative to COO
-
 groups present in SA. 
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The TGA curves of the calcium ion cross-linked films and control SA-CNC30 film are 
compared in Figure 3.7. The cross-linked films exhibit overall improved thermal stability, with 
enhanced peak-maximum degradation temperature. While non-cross-linked SA-CNC30 shows 
the weight loss within the wide temperature range of 40200 °C due to evaporation of water 
(free water, bound water).
26
 The weight loss in the cross-linked composite films within the same 
temperature range is appreciably reduced. This indicates the reduced amounts of water present in 
the cross-linked films. After the removal of water, the main decomposition takes place in the 
temperature range of 200350 °C. Nearly all cross-linked films show improved peak-maximum 
temperatures in the differential TGA curves.  
 
 
Figure 3.7 (a) TGA curves and (b) differential curves of Ca
2+
 cross-linked SA-CNC30 films and 
non-cross-linked SA-CNC30 as control. 
 
XRD was performed to analyze the effects of Ca
2+
 cross-linking on the structure of the 
composites. Figure 3.8 compares the XRD spectra of films of neat CNCs, SA-CNC30, and SA-
CNC30-30%. Neat CNC film shows two typical diffraction peaks at 2θ angles of ~15° and ~23°, 
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respectively, corresponding to the (110) and (200) planes of cellulose crystals.
15
 SA-CNC30 
containing 30 wt% of SA shows a small peak at ~13.5°, which may result from alginate 
according to previous studies.
27,28
 The intensity of the peak at 15° for the composite film is 
relatively low with noisy signals compared to the neat CNC film, making the structural 
elucidation difficult. In the cross-linked film, the peak at ~13.5° is somehow absent, which may 
be caused by the subtle structural changes after cross-linking.
15,29
 Figure 3.9(a) shows the photo 
of a piece of non-cross-linked SA-CNC30 film soaked in distilled water. After 1 h in water, the 
film broke into flocs with a gentle touch. On the contrary, the cross-linked SA-CNC30-30% film 
was swollen but remained as an intact hydrogel chunk, which could be picked out with a pair of 
tweezers without breakage. After wiped to remove the surface water, the amount of water 
trapped within the film was measured to be about 27 times of the original dry weight. This also 
demonstrates the dramatic effect of the Ca
2+
 cross-linking on the structure of the film. 
 
Figure 3.8 XRD patterns of films of neat CNCs, non-cross-linked SA-CNC30, and cross-linked 
SA-CNC30-30%. 
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Figure 3.9 Photos of (a) non-cross-linked SA-CNC30 film in water and (b) the cross-linked SA-
CNC30-30% film upon soaking in water. 
 
Tensile tests were performed on the Ca
2+
 cross-linked SA-CNC30 films to study the 
effects of ionic cross-linking on tensile properties of the films. As shown in Figure 3.10, Ca
2+
 
cross-linking improves appreciably the tensile strength, modulus, and toughness of the films, 
with the general positive dependences on the Ca
2+
 dosage in the range of 0 to 30 mol%. But the 
strain at breakage shows only marginal increases upon the cross-linking. Relative to the non-
cross-linked SA-CNC30 film (strength, 257  15 MPa; modulus, 14.3  0.5 GPa; strain, 3.4  
0.4 %; toughness, 5.5 ± 0.9 MJ·m
-3
), the cross-linked SA-CNC30-30% films have the strength of 
336 ± 36 MPa, modulus of 16.4  1.3 GPa, strain of 4.0  0.6 %, and toughness of 8.7 ± 1.5 
MJ·m
-3
. In particular, the strength of CNC30-30% films at the optimum Ca
2+
 dosage is enhanced 
by 30% and 116% relative to non-cross-linked CNC30 and neat SA films, respectively. These 
improvements demonstrate the dramatic effects of the cross-linking on the tensile properties and 
are attributed to the complex structure and relaxation behavior of the multi-component films 
upon cross-linking.
30
 A further increase of the Ca ion dosage to 45 mol%, however, leads to a 
subsequent moderate decrease in the strength to 323  36 MPa, compared to the SA-CNC30-30% 
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films, indicative of excessive cross-linking. The cross-linked SA-CNC30-100% films were too 
brittle to be tested properly. 
 
Figure 3.10 Tensile properties of cross-linked SA-CNC30 films at different Ca
2+
 dosages. 
 
3.3.6 Cross-linked SA-CNC30 Composite Films by Different Metal Ions 
The SA-CNC30 films were further cross-linked with various other divalent/trivalent 
metal cations to investigate the effects of ions on the tensile properties of the resulting cross-
linked composite films and to screen out the optimum ions. The cross-linking experiments were 
carried out in the same manner as described above for the use of Ca
2+
. To prepare divalent cation 
cross-linked composites, the ratio of cations to the COO
–
 groups in the composite was set at 30 
mol%. However, crisp and curvy films yielded upon the use of trivalent cations at the same ratio 
after air-drying, indicative of excessive cross-linking. Therefore, a lower cation percentage of 3.5 
mol% was applied for the preparation of trivalent cation cross-linked composites. Figure 3.11 
summarizes the tensile properties of the resulting cross-linked films. From Figure 3.11(a), the 
CaCl2 and MnSO4 cross-linked films show the highest strength (336 ± 36 MPa and 349 ± 37 
MPa, respectively) followed by the NiCl2 and CoSO4 cross-linked films (329 ± 31 MPa and 330 
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± 25 MPa, respectively). CuSO4 cross-linked films present the lowest strength among the 
divalent cation cross-linked films. In terms of toughness, the CaCl2-cross-linked films are the 
best (8.7 ± 1.5 MJ·m
-3
) among all the cross-linked films. Based on the overall tensile 
performance of the films, Ca
2+
 is thus the optimum cation for cross-linking.  
In a previous work, Konwar et al.
10
 also reported that the effect of Ca
2+
 was much greater 
than Cu
2+
 in the cross-linking of alginate-carbon dot composites. Meanwhile, MgSO4 was found 
not to promote cross-linking of alginate.
26
 However, Mg
2+
 addition was found to promote the 
aggregation of CNC nanoparticles and render lowered strain due to the reduced mobility of CNC 
particles. 
 
Figure 3.11 Tensile properties of films prepared with various bivalent (30 mol% of COO
–
 group) 
and trivalent (3.5 mol% COO
–
 group) ions. 
 
It is also noticed that the effects of cross-linking with trivalent Al
3+
 and Fe
3+
 at 3.5 mol% 
are relatively less pronounced than with the divalent cations at 30 mol%. The introduction of 
trivalent ions slightly increases the tensile strength and strain. The various cation-cross-linked 
films were also characterized with ATR-FTIR, with similar shifts of the COO
–
 asymmetric 
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stretching vibration band at 1410 cm
-1
 also noticed. Figure 3.12 plots the tensile strength with the 
shifts of the COO
–
 asymmetric stretching vibration band relative to SA-CNC30. One can see a 
general trend of the higher composite tensile strength with the increase in the band shift, 
indicating a correlation between the two. This relationship needs to be further investigated. 
 
Figure 3.12 Correlation between the improvement in tensile strength and the FTIR shift in the 
band at 1400 cm
-1
. Black dot represents non-cross-linked SA-CNC30. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, strong tough nanocomposite films have been prepared from two 
renewable biopolymers, SA and CNCs. A systematic study on the structure and properties of the 
SA-CNC composites as well as the effects of metal ion cross-linking has been undertaken. In 
water dispersion, SA has been found to absorb onto the CNC particles possibly due to the ionic 
interactions and structural affinity, as revealed by DLS and AFM characterizations. The SA-
CNC composite films show improved thermal stability compared to neat SA and CNCs, showing 
the synergistic effects. Composite films with CNC content ≤ 50 wt% have been found to have 
good optical transparency. Relative to neat CNC and SA films, tensile tests have shown the 
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synergistically improved tensile strength for the SA-CNC composite films with the CNC content 
within 1070 wt%. In particular, SA-CNC30 shows the best tensile strength of 257  15 MPa, 
along with high modulus of 14.3  0.5 GPa and high toughness of 5.5 ± 0.9 MJ·m-3, which 
compare well with those of strong tough artificial nacre materials. Moreover, it has been further 
demonstrated that Ca
2+
 cross-linking helps further improve the tensile properties of SA-CNC30 
films, with the Ca
2+
 dosage showing an important effect. Ca
2+
 cross-linked SA-CNC30-30% 
films with the optimized Ca
2+
 loading at 30 mol% show the tensile strength of 336 ± 36 MPa, 
modulus of 16.4  1.3 GPa, and toughness of 8.7 ± 1.5 MJ·m-3, which exceed the corresponding 
tensile properties of some well-demonstrated artificial nacre materials. Meanwhile, by screening 
the effects of cross-linking by various metal ions, Ca
2+
 is demonstrated to be the best one to 
render most optimum tensile properties. 
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Chapter 4  
Polycyclopentene Crystal-Decorated Carbon Nanotubes by Convenient 
Large-Scale In Situ Polymerization and Their Lotus Leaf-Like 
Superhydrophobic Films 
This chapter is adapted from a paper published by L. Xu, L. Huang, Z. Ye, N. Meng, Y. Shu and 
Z. Gu (Macromol. Rapid. Comm. 2017, 38, 1600608). In this work, L. Xu synthesized the 
polycyclopentene crystal-decorated MWCNTs by in situ polymerization; L. Huang characterized 
the composites and prepared composite films as well as their characterization.  
 
Abstract  
In situ Pd-catalyzed cyclopentene polymerization in the presence of multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) is demonstrated to effectively render, in a large scale, polycyclopentene 
(PCP) crystal-decorated MWCNTs. Controlling the catalyst loading and/or polymerization time 
in the polymerization offers a convenient tuning of the PCP content and the morphology of the 
decorated MWCNTs. Appealingly, films made of the decorated carbon nanotubes through 
simple vacuum filtration show the characteristic lotus leaf-like superhydrophobicity featured 
with high water contact angle (> 150º), low contact angle hysteresis (< 10º), and low water 
adhesion, while being electrically conductive. This is the first demonstration of the direct 
fabrication of lotus leaf-like superhydrophobic films with solution-grown polymer crystal-
decorated carbon nanotube.  
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4.1 Introduction  
Decoration of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with polymer crystals is a unique noncovalent 
strategy for the functionalization of CNTs.
1
 In this regard, both single- and multi-walled CNTs 
(SWCNTs and MWCNTs) have been demonstrated to induce polymer crystallization from their 
solutions or melts, leading to the formation of nano-hybrid shish-kebab (NHSK) or the 
transcrystalline structures.
1,2
 In particular, the transcrystalline structure forms when the fibrous 
CNT filler can initiate a high density of active of nuclei on its surface, which force the crystal 
growth only in the direction normal to the CNT axis. Thus far, the CNT-based transcrystalline 
structure has only been seen in few cases under appropriate conditions.
3-7
 On the contrary, the 
NHSK structure, first discovered by Li et al.,
8,9
 develops at reduced densities of active nuclei, 
with the CNTs (shish) decorated periodically with polymer crystal lamellae (kebabs). Through 
quiescent isothermal solution crystallization, CNT-based NHSK structures have been extensively 
synthesized by Li’s and other groups with the use of various semicrystalline polymers,1 including 
polyethylene (PE),
8-14
 nylon,
8,9,15,16
 polypropylene,
17
 etc. A size-dependent soft epitaxy 
mechanism has been proposed by Li et al. for the formation of the NHSK structures.
8,9
 
Alternatively, other methods, including supercritical CO2-induced polymer crystallization,
18-20
 
physical vapor deposition,
21,22
 and shear-induced crystallization from polymer melts or 
solutions,
23-26
 have also been developed by various groups for the preparation of CNT-based 
NHSK structures. The unique NHSK or transcrystalline structure imparts the decorated CNTs 
with some valuable properties. When used to construct polymer nanocomposites, both NHSK 
and transcrystalline structures have been demonstrated to render stronger polymer-CNT 
interactions and facilitate more effective load transfer to the CNTs.
5,16,23,25
 Meanwhile, Li et al. 
have also shown that films made of PE crystal-decorated SWCNTs of the solution-grown NHSK 
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structure by vacuum filtration exhibit rose petal-like sticky superhydrophobicity due to the 
hierarchical roughness created by the NHSK structures.
27,28
 
All above-mentioned methods for the synthesis of polymer crystal-decorated CNTs 
(predominantly, NHSK structures) often require special and strict conditions while at small 
production scale (e.g., high temperature and very dilute polymer solutions at ca. 0.1 mg·mL
-1
) 
for the periodic epitaxial growth of polymer crystals from the CNTs and the employed 
semicrystalline polymers must be synthesized beforehand. More convenient one-step large-scale 
methods, combining polymerization and crystallization in situ in a single step while undertaken 
at facile conditions, are highly desired. Several groups reported previously the synthesis of PE-
CNT nanocomposites by in situ metallocene-catalyzed ethylene polymerization in the presence 
of CNTs.
29-37
 Therein, PE-coated CNTs with sausage-like structures were often produced. The 
formation of NHSK structures was only observed in few cases,
29,37
 but with limited control over 
the structure and the content of the decorating polymer crystals. Meanwhile, no application was 
demonstrated with the PE-CNT NHSKs produced therein. In this chapter, a one-step large-scale 
in situ synthesis of polycyclopentene (PCP) crystal-decorated MWCNTs is reported by 
convenient, direct Pd-catalyzed polymerization of cyclopentene in the presence of MWCNTs 
while under facile conditions. PCP is a highly crystalline polymer synthesized by catalytic 
addition polymerization and is typically featured with high melting point (up to 395 ºC, 
depending on tacticity).38 Its use should render beneficially the crystal structures with higher 
temperature stability compared to PE crystals. However, PCP has not been previously employed 
to decorate CNTs. Herein, MWCNTs decorated with PCP crystals of high melting point (220 ºC) 
at tunable content are easily obtained with the in situ polymerization method. More distinctly, 
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films fabricated with the PCP crystal-decorated MWCNTs are demonstrated to show valuable 
lotus leaf-like superhydrophobicity. 
 
4.2 Experimental Section 
4.2.1 Materials 
The MWCNTs used herein were obtained from Aldrich as a product of Arkema Inc., and 
were directly used without further purification. They were reported by Aldrich to have the 
external diameter of 10–15 nm, inner diameter of 2–6 nm, length of 0.1–10 μm, average wall 
thickness of 5–15 graphene layers, and carbon composition of > 90%. The Pd-diimine catalyst 
employed for the in situ polymerization cyclopentene, [(ArN=C(Me)–
(Me)C=NAr)Pd(Me)(N≡CMe)]+SbF6
–
 (Ar = 2,6-(iPr)2C6H3) (1), was synthesized according to a 
literature procedure.
1
 Cyclopentene (96%, Aldrich), chloroform (99%, Aldrich), and methanol 
(ACS reagent grade, Fisher Scientific) were all used without further purification. 
 
4.2.2 In Situ Polymerization of Cyclopentene in the Presence of MWCNTs 
The following is a typical procedure employed for the in situ polymerization of 
cyclopentene in the presence of pristine MWCNTs. In a N2-filled glove box, pristine MWCNTs 
(50 mg) was added into a dried 50 mL-glass flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer. Chloroform 
(15 mL) was then injected into the tube. The mixture was then sealed and ultrasonicated at 
ambient temperature for 2 h to form a homogeneous dispersion. Cyclopentene (2.31 g, 0.034 mol) 
and subsequently a prescribed amount of Pd–diimine catalyst 1 (15–45 mg, dissolved in 5 mL of 
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chloroform) were injected to start the in situ polymerization. During the course of polymerization, 
the polymerization temperature was maintained at room temperature with the use of a water bath. 
After polymerization for a prescribed time, the resulting mixture was transferred into 25 mL of 
acidified methanol (1%, v/v) and stirred for 30 min to quench the polymerization, followed with 
vacuum filtration through a 0.22 μm PVDF membrane. The resulting powder was further rinsed 
with methanol to remove the residual cyclopentene and catalyst residue, and then dried under 
vacuum at ambient temperature for 8 h, giving the decorated MWCNTs. 
A control polymerization in the absence of MWCNTs was also carried out to render the 
PCP control polymer. An identical procedure as above was used except with the use of catalyst 1 
at 35 mg for a polymerization time of 8 h in the absence of MWCNTs. The yield for the control 
polymer was 535 mg. 
 
4.2.3 Fabrication of Films of Bare MWCNTs and PCP-Decorated MWCNTs 
Bare MWCNTs and PCP-decorated MWCNTs were dispersed in toluene at a 
concentration of 1 mg·mL
-1
. The dispersions were ultrasonicated for ca. 10 min, followed by 
vacuum filtration through PVDF membranes (0.2 µm). The PVDF-mounted films obtained were 
rinsed with ethanol for at least 3 times, following with air-drying. The dried films could then 
peeled off from the PVDF membranes.  
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4.2.4 Characterizations and Measurements 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out on a TA instrument Q50 
thermogravimetric analyzer under nitrogen atmosphere. The samples (ca. 5 mg) were first 
stabilized at 100 ºC for 10 min, then heated up to 800 ºC at a rate of 20 ºC/min. Differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was performed on a TA Instruments Q100 DSC equipped 
with a refrigerated cooling system (RCS) under N2 atmosphere, with a N2 purge flow of 50 
mL·min
-1
. The samples (ca. 5 mg) were heated from 25 to 280 ºC at 10 ºC/min. Wide angle X-
ray diffraction (WAXRD) measurement was done through a Phillips PW1710 diffractometer 
with Co Kα (40 kV, 30 mA, λ = 1.79 Å) at room temperature. Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) images were taken on a JEOL 2010F field emission electron microscope operated at 200 
keV. The TEM samples were prepared by depositing a few drops of a freshly sonicated dilute 
dispersion of the MWCNT samples in methanol on holey grids, followed with drying in air. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the bare and decorated MWCNTs were obtained 
on a JEOL JSM-7401F field emission scanning electron microscope. The samples were prepared 
by depositing a few drops of dilute suspensions on a small piece of conductive silicon wafer 
followed with drying at ambient temperature, which was then mounted to a SEM specimen stub. 
The nanotube suspensions were ultrasonicated prior to sample preparation. A thin layer of gold 
(about 5–10 nm) was coated onto the samples using a vacuum sputter coater (Denton Vacuum 
Desk IV) in order to increase the conductivity and imaging quality. SEM images of the films of 
bare MWCNTs and PCP-decorated MWCNTs were obtained with a HITACHI S-4700 scanning 
electron microscope. Film pieces were placed on conductive adhesive tape on the specimen stub. 
A thin platinum layer was coated onto samples with an ion sputter (HITACHI E-1030). 
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Electrical conductivity of the films was measured with a 4-probe resistivity measurement system 
(RTS-8).  
Water contact angle measurements of the MWCNT films were carried out on an OCA35 
instrument (Dataphysics Instrument GMBH, Germany) with a three-axis horizontal tilt stage 
using the sessile drop method employing droplets of distilled water. Determination of contact 
angle was performed using the SCA20 software. The static contact angle was determined as an 
average of at least five measurements with 2 μL droplets. In dynamic contact angle 
measurements, advancing contact angles were measured using video recordings of the droplets 
as the volume was increased upon water injection with a needle. Receding contact angles were 
found by monitoring the droplets upon extraction of water with the needle. Average values 
measured from at least 5 tests were used. Droplet sliding angles were obtained by measuring 10 
μL droplets as the average of at least 5 repeated tests. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Characterization of Decorated MWCNTs 
The in situ polymerization of cyclopentene is undertaken in the presence of MWCNTs 
with the use of a Pd–diimine catalyst, [(ArN=C(Me)–(Me)C=NAr)Pd(Me)(NCMe)]+SbF6
– 
(Ar = 
2,6-(iPr)2C6H3) (1), simply at room temperature (ca. 23 ºC) under N2 with mild magnetic stirring. 
Scheme 4.1 depicts schematically this in situ polymerization method. As a unique class of late 
transition metal catalysts,
39
 Pd–diimine catalysts similar to 1 have been previously demonstrated 
to produce cis-1,3-enchained high-molecular-weight PCP with high melting point of ca. 240 ºC 
at similar conditions.
40
 In this polymerization system, the feed concentrations of MWCNTs and 
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cyclopentene are fixed at 2.5 and 115 mg·mL
-1
, respectively, in a fixed volume (20 mL) of 
chloroform as solvent. This feed concentration of MWCNTs is much higher compared to those 
typically used in the small-scale isothermal solution crystallization method,
8-16
 thus facilitating 
the more effective larger-scale synthesis herein. The loading amount of catalyst 1 and the 
polymerization time are the parameters that are tuned in the system to change the structure of 
resulting PCP crystal-decorated MWCNTs, including the content of PCP crystals and the 
morphology. An increase of either one, while at otherwise identical conditions, should lead to the 
enhanced PCP yield in the polymerization. 
 
Scheme 4.1 Pd-catalyzed cyclopentene polymerization in the presence of MWCNTs for the in 
situ synthesis of PCP crystal-decorated MWCNTs. 
 
The effect of the loading amount of 1 on the resulting PCP-decorated MWCNTs was first 
investigated. Polymerization runs were carried out at different catalyst loading (15, 25, 35, and 
45 mg, respectively) with the same reaction time (72 h). Figure 4.1 shows the transmission 
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electron microscopy (TEM) images of the resulting decorated MWCNTs (termed as d-
MWCNT1, d-MWCNT2, d-MWCNT3, and d-MWCNT4, respectively). Figure 4.2 shows their 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, along with that of bare MWCNTs. A control run 
was also undertaken in the absence of MWCNTs at the catalyst loading of 35 mg, rendering neat 
PCP. Figure 4.3 shows the SEM and TEM images of the neat PCP. Thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA, see Figure 4.4) shows that the four decorated MWCNT samples have a PCP content of 10, 
68, 79, and 89 wt%, respectively, as per the weight loss at 600 ºC since bare MWCNTs have 
negligible weight loss at 600 ºC while neat PCP produced in the control run has the complete 
weight loss by 600 ºC. 
 
Figure 4.1 TEM images of (a) d-MWCNT1, (b) d-MWCNT2, (c) d-MWCNT3, (d) d-MWCNT4 
produced at the catalyst 1 loading of 15, 25, 35, 45 mg, respectively. 
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Figure 4.2 SEM images of (a) bare MWCNTs, (b) d-MWCNT1, (c) d-MWCNT2, (d) 
d-MWCNT3, (e) d-MWCNT4. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 (a)–(c) SEM images of neat PCP produced in the absence of MWCNTs at different 
magnifications; (d) TEM image of neat PCP. 
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Figure 4.4 TGA curves of the decorated MWCNTs, along with those of bare MWCNTs and neat 
PCP. 
 
Due to its low PCP content, d-MWCNT1, produced at the lowest catalyst loading among 
the four, does not show significant difference in terms of nanotube morphology compared to the 
bare MWCNTs from the TEM and SEM images, with no clear observation of the PCP decoration 
on the nanotubes within the resolution limit. PCP likely forms a thin layer around the MWCNTs 
in this sample, which is not clearly visible under TEM or SEM. On the contrary, all the 
nanotubes in the d-MWCNT2, d-MWCNT3, and d-MWCNT4 are clearly decorated with PCP 
(see Figure 4.1). Their morphology resembles the typical NHSK structures prepared by 
isothermal solution crystallization of PE or nylon on CNTs, with the MWCNTs serving as the 
shish and the decorated PCP of various irregular shapes as kebabs. Meanwhile, large 
agglomerates formed purely of PCP are not seen. With the increase of PCP content from d-
MWCNT2 to d-MWCNT4, the quantity of PCP kebabs appears to gradually increase. While 
there are locations on the nanotubes not decorated by the PCP kebabs in d-MWCNT2, all the 
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nanotubes in d-MWCNT4 appear to be fully decorated and the kebabs are bigger, approaching to 
resemble the transcrystalline structures.
3-7
 The morphology of these decorated MWCNTs is 
distinctively different from that of neat PCP. The neat PCP appears as loose aggregates of finer 
particles with a coral-like surface morphology of abundant patterned roughness (see Figure 4.3). 
In PE-CNT NHSK structures produced by isothermal solution crystallization, the PE 
crystals often form orthogonal disc-shaped lamellae decorating periodically the CNTs.
8-14
 In 
comparison, the shape of the PCP kebabs herein is relatively irregular, with no disc-shaped 
lamellae observed. Meanwhile, the lateral thickness of the PCP kebabs is at about 100 nm, with 
no well-defined periodicity. The irregular NHSK structures seen here are reasoned to result from 
the much faster crystallization kinetics in this in situ polymerization system in comparison with 
the slow isothermal solution crystallization. The driving force for polymer crystallization is the 
free-energy change involved in the phase transformation and is proportional to the supercooling, 
∆T defined as ∆T = Tm – Tc, with Tm and Tc denoting the melting and crystallization 
temperatures, respectively.
8,9
 Herein, Tm of the PCP crystals is much higher than that of PE 
crystals while Tc (room temperature herein) is much lower than that (ca. 100 ºC) typically 
employed for the isothermal solution crystallization of PE. The much greater ∆T herein accounts 
for the relatively irregular PCP crystal morphology on MWCNTs. Additionally, the surface 
defects on MWNCTs may also contribute to the irregular NHSK structures. Such NHSK 
structures with irregular polymer crystal morphology have been commonly observed in 
crystallization systems involving higher supercooling, such as nylon-CNT NHSKs prepared by 
isothermal solution crystallization
8-16
 and physical vapor deposition,
21,22
 PE-CNT NHSKs 
prepared by CO2-induced solution crystallization,
18-20
 and PE-CNT NHSKs prepared by in situ 
polymerization.
29,37
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The evolution of the NHSK structures during the course of an in situ polymerization run 
carried out at the catalyst loading of 35 mg was further investigted. Figure 4.5 shows the TEM 
images of the resulting PCP-decorated MWCNTs (termed as d-MWCNT5 to d-MWCNT8, 
respectively) sampled after the different polymerization time of 1.5, 5, 8, and 15 h, respectively, 
from the run. According to their TGA weight loss at 600 ºC (see Figure 4.6), the four samples 
have a PCP content of 31, 56, 67, and 73 wt%, respectively. The increasing PCP content upon 
the extension of polymerization time confirms the continuous conversion of cyclopentene into 
PCP over the course of polymerization as expected. As shown in Figure 4.5(a), no shish-kebab 
structures are observed in d-MWCNT5. From the inset in Figure 4.5(a) at a higher magnification, 
the MWCNTs appear to be coated with a non-uniform layer of PCP having a thickness up to ca. 
6 nm. This indicates that, at the early stage of polymerization, the produced PCP is adsorbed 
onto the nanotubes as a surrounding layer. From Figure 4.6(b), small polymer kebabs (see circled 
areas) decorated on the nanotubes can be found in d-MWCNT6 produced at 5 h. The further 
extension of the polymerization to 8 and 15 h leads to the gradual enlargement of the kebabs and 
meanwhile the growth of more kebabs (see Figures 4.5(c) and (d)). This trend of morphology 
evolution resembles that of NHSK structures, but differs from that of transcrystalline structures. 
Similar evolution of NHSK structures was previously observed in CO2-induced PE epitaxy
18
 and 
PE non-isothermal solution crystallization in the presence of MWCNTs.
41
 In the case of 
transcrystalline structures, the morphology evolution is very different: the transcrystalline layer 
of isotactic polypropylene on CNT fibers was observed to grow uniformly along the entire fiber 
axial length even in the very beginning of crystallization and the extension of time just led to the 
gradual thickening of the layer.
3 
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Figure 4.5 TEM images of decorated-MWCNTs (d-MWCNT5 to d-MWCNT8, respectively) 
collected at different polymerization time of 1.5 h (a), 5 h (b), 8 h (c), and 15 h (d) in the in situ 
polymerization with 35 mg of catalyst 1. 
In this unique in situ polymerization system, polymer production and crystallization 
occur simultaneously. The polymer chains, once produced, are reasoned to undergo fast 
crystallization given the large supercooling, i.e., polymerization as the rate-controlling step for 
the crystal formation. From the trend shown in Figure 4.5, the PCP chains produced in the 
beginning of the polymerization precipitate and adsorb on the MWCNTs forming a surrounding 
layer, which serves as heterogeneous nucleation sites for subsequent epitaxial growth of the 
lamellae. From the increasing number of PCP kebabs over time seen in the TEM images, it is 
also reasoned that crystal nucleation on MWCNTs continues to occur during the course of 
polymerization. Along with epitaxial growth of the crystal lamellae, new nuclei may 
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simultaneously form elsewhere. This also contributes to the relatively irregular PCP kebabs 
observed herein. 
 
Figure 4.6 TGA curves of decorated MWCNTs (d-MWCNT5, d-MWCNT6, d-MWCNT7, and 
d-MWCNT8) produced at different polymerization time (1.5, 5, 8, and 15 h, respectively) with 
catalyst 1 loading of 35 mg. 
 
Figure 4.7 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of d-MWCNT7 as a representative 
sample, along with those of bare MWCNTs and neat PCP for comparison. The neat PCP shows a 
broad XRD peak from 13 to 26º with peak maximum at 19.9º, which is typical of cis-enchained 
PCP produced with Pd– and Ni–diimine catalysts.40 The bare MWCNTs show a characteristic 
broad peak from 24 to 32º, with peak maximum at 28.8º.
42
 The diffraction pattern of d-
MWCNT7 is superimposed by the peaks of neat PCP and bare MWCNTs. Figure 4.8(a) shows 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) first heating curves of the nascent d-MWCNTs, along 
with that of neat PCP. The curves are baseline corrected (Universal Analysis 2000). Due to the 
low PCP content, the curves for both d-MWCNT1 and d-MWCNT5 are nearly featureless. Neat 
PCP has a broad melting endotherm up to ca. 256 ºC with peak maximum at 224 ºC. The d-
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MWCNT samples instead show narrowed melting endotherms (up to about 235 ºC) with slightly 
lowered peak maximum temperatures (196–216 ºC). The slightly lowered peak maximum 
temperatures are indicative of the slightly thinner lamella in the d-MWCNTs than the neat PCP. 
Figure 4.8(b) illustrates the subsequent DSC cooling curves of the samples. The neat PCP shows 
a broad crystallization exotherm covering nearly the entire temperature window (from 270 to ca. 
50 ºC) with peak maximum at 192 ºC. Such broad melting and crystallization peaks are 
indicative of broad tacticity distribution within the neat PCP chains. Like their corresponding 
melting endotherms, the crystallization exotherms of the d-MWCNT samples are also much 
narrower with the peak maximum at about 191–203 ºC. With the increase of the PCP content, the 
peak maximum temperature of the d-MWCNT samples in both heating and cooling curves shows 
only small marginal changes. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 XRD patterns of d-MWCNT7, neat PCP, and bare MWCNTs. 
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Figure 4.8 DSC 1
st
-heating (a) and cooling curves (b) of the d-MWCNTs and neat PCP. 
 
4.3.2 Characterization of Films Fabricated by Decorated MWCNTs 
Following their convenient successful synthesis, the above PCP-decorated MWCNTs are 
demonstrated for the fabrication of lotus leaf-like superhydrophobic films. CNT films are known 
for their exceptional mechanical and electrical properties.
43
 Superhydrophobic CNT films 
endowed with additional superhydrophobic surface properties by controlling their surface 
roughness and functionality are valuable for various applications.
44,45
 Simple, convenient 
techniques for rendering superhydrophobic CNTs films are highly desired. With the use of PE-
SWCNT NHSKs prepared by isothermal solution crystallization, Li et al. first demonstrated the 
fabrication of rose petal-like sticky superhydrophobic CNT films.
27,28
 Therein, the films were 
featured with high static water contact angle (up to 152º) but large contact angle hysteresis (115º) 
and high water surface adhesion. Nevertheless, lotus leaf-like superhydrophobic CNT films with 
characteristic high water contact angle (> 150º), low contact angle hysteresis (< 10º), and low 
water adhesion have not been previously reported yet with the simple, direct use of solution-
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grown polymer crystal-decorated CNTs. Though Li et al. subsequently reported that surface 
coating of the solution-grown PE-SWCNT NHSKs with polytetrafluoroethylene by chemical 
vapor deposition rendered films with lotus-leaf like superhydrophobicity and electrical field-
induced, reversible lotus-to-rose transition,
46
 the requirement of additional surface coating makes 
their procedure inconvenient. 
Herein, films with the thickness in the range of 50–100 µm have been conveniently 
prepared with three representative PCP crystal-decorated MWCNTs (d-MWCNT1 to d-
MWCNT3) and the bare MWCNTs, respectively, through the simple vacuum filtration method. 
Figure 4.9 illustrates the SEM images of the top surface of the films, along with their wetting 
behavior determined with the sessile drop technique. The nanotubes in bare MWCNTs and d-
MWCNT1 show relatively smooth surface. In the case with d-MWCNT1, this should result from 
the low content of PCP coating. On the contrary, the nanotubes in d-MWCNT2 and d-MWCNT3 
are clearly covered by an irregular, rough layer of PCP coating. The film prepared with bare 
MWCNTs has a contact angle of 93º, which is close to the typical value of 82º reported for films 
of SWCNT films and graphite.
27,28
 Meanwhile, a film of the neat PCP shows a hydrophobic 
surface with an intrinsic contact angle of 122º. On the contrary, the films fabricated with the 
decorated MWCNTs show significantly enhanced contact angles (155, 152, 154º, respectively) 
with no clear dependence on the PCP content. In particular, it is surprising to see that the film of 
d-MWCNT1 is also featured with high contact angle (155º) despite its low PCP content. In 
agreement with the above TEM evidence seen in Figure 4.1, this further confirms that the low 
content of PCP is coated effectively on the nanotubes.  
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Figure 4.9 SEM images of films prepared with (a) bare MWCNTs, (b) d-MWCNT1, (c) d-
MWCNT2, (d) d-MWCNT3. Inset images are 2 µL water droplets on the surface of the films 
with contact angle values. 
 
The dynamic (advancing and receding) contact angles of the films were also determined. 
The advancing contact angles of the films of the three d-MWCNTs are 152, 146, 148º, 
respectively; the receding contact angles are 141, 136, 140º, respectively, indicative of very 
small hysteresis (8–11º). The sliding angles at which water droplets roll off the films are 8, 9, 
and 10º, respectively. These results confirm the lotus leaf-like, superhydrophobic, low-water-
adhesion surface (the Cassie-Baxter state) of the films fabricated with the PCP-decorated 
MWCNTs.
47
 This unique superhydrophobic surface should result from the change in surface 
functionality and the hierarchical nanoscale surface roughness created upon the decoration of the 
MWCNTs with PCP crystals through the in situ polymerization. These films are distinctively 
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different from the rose petal-like superhydrophobic high-water-adhesion films made with PE-
CNT NHSK structures by Li et al.
27,28
 Though the precise mechanism is to be investigated in 
further study, the difference between the two types of films is reasoned to stem from the different 
decorating polymer and nanoscale surface roughness. 
Because of their MWCNT skeletons, the superhydrophobic films of the PCP-decorated 
MWCNTs are also electrically conductive. While the film of bare MWCNTs has a conductivity 
of 378 s/m, the films of the three d-MWCNTs show reduced conductivity values of 222, 0.28, 
and 0.13 s/m, respectively, due to the increasing content of the non-conducting PCP. Tuning the 
content of the decorating PCP by changing the loading amount of catalyst 1 or polymerization 
time in the in situ polymerization can thus effectively adjust the electrical conductivity of the 
superhydrophobic films fabricated with this range of decorated MWCNTs. 
 
4.4 Conclusions  
A simple, convenient in situ polymerization method under facile conditions is 
demonstrated for the large-scale synthesis of PCP crystal-decorated MWCNTs with tunable PCP 
content and morphology. It is further discovered that the decorated MWCNTs can render 
electrically conductive films featured with valuable lotus leaf-like superhydrophobicity simply 
via vacuum filtration. The potential applications of these films in areas such as sensors, 
electrochemical devices, and coating, are anticipated.  
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Chapter 5  
Effects of Ligands on Catalytic Performance of Palladium Nanocatalysts in 
Selective Hydrogenation of Phenylacetylene and Diphenylacetylene 
 
Abstract  
Selective hydrogenation of alkynes to alkenes facilitated by Pd nanocatalysts is an 
important chemical transformation with extensive industry applications. To enhance the catalytic 
selectivity, small molecular ligands are often used to modify the catalytic active centers of the 
nanocatalysts. To date, a variety of ligands has been employed. Though individually shown 
effective, their effects on the performance of the nanocatalysts have not yet been compared. To 
identify the best ligands for achieving optimum performance in the selective hydrogenation, a 
systematic study has been conducted in this chapter to evaluate the effects of various ligands 
(including quinoline, pyridine, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 3,6-dithia-1,8-octanediol (DTO), 
and triphenylphosphine) on the selectivity and activity of selective hydrogenation of 
phenylacetylene (PA) and diphenylacetylene (DPA). Three Pd nanocatalysts have been 
employed for this investigation, including a colloidal hyperbranched polyethylene ionomer 
supported Pd catalyst, and commercial Lindlar and Pd@C catalysts. An order of efficiency of the 
ligands has been established, DTO > triphenylphosphine > DMSO > quinoline > pyridine. 
Sulfur-containing DTO shows the best performance in facilitating the highly selective 
hydrogenation of both alkynes while requiring the lowest dosages.  
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5.1 Introduction 
Catalytic selective hydrogenation (or called semi-hydrogenation) of alkynes to alkenes is 
an important chemical transformation widely used for synthesis of alkenes as building blocks for 
synthesis of fine chemicals, and for the removal of trace alkyne impurities from alkene monomer 
stocks (such as ethylene, propylene, styrene, etc.) in polymer production.
1,2
 While a variety of 
transition metal-based nanocatalysts have been reported, heterogeneous Pd nanocatalysts, where 
Pd nanoparticles (size < ca. 10 nm) are immobilized on various supports, have been considered 
as the most active, most selective, and most commonly used catalysts for selective alkyne 
hydrogenation.
3
 The classical Lindlar catalyst (Pd nanoparticles supported on CaCO3 modified 
with Pb and/or quinoline) developed in 1952 is the prototypic example of Pd nanocatalysts and 
remains in widespread use in industrial processes.
4
  
The main goal in selective alkyne hydrogenation is to maximize the selectivity of desired 
alkenes by minimizing the unwanted over-hydrogenated alkanes and possible alkene isomers 
while at maintained high catalyst activity. However, avoiding over-hydrogenation is challenging 
especially at high alkyne conversions (for example, > 99%) in the hydrogenation.
5
 A rapid drop 
in selectivity is often observed when the conversion approaches 100%. Besides the modification 
of Pd nanocatalysts with another alloying metal (for example, Pb in the case of Lindlar catalyst), 
1-3,6,7
 one efficient common strategy to improve alkene selectivity involves the modification of 
Pd nanocatalysts with heteroatom (such as N, S, P) containing organic ligands. Containing 
coordinating atoms, the ligands can reversibly bind to the surface of Pd nanoparticles through 
coordination. With the coordination ability often intermediate between those of alkyne and 
alkene (lower than that of alkyne but higher than that of alkene), their surface binding effectively 
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inhibits/blocks alkene adsorption so as to minimize over-hydrogenation and enhance alkene 
selectivity.
1,2,8
 
To date, many small-molecule ligands have been reported to effectively improve the 
selectivity in alkyne semihydrogenation. Quinoline is the notable example in the Lindlar 
catalyst.
9
 Pyridine derivatives
6,7
 and bipyridine derivatives
16
 have also been reported to tune the 
performance of selective hydrogenation with several different heterogeneous Pd catalyst systems. 
Sulfur containing compounds have been considered as strong poisons for most of the 
heterogeneous Pd catalysts for hydrogenation.
9 
A small quantity of sulfur compounds in the 
reaction mixture may significantly change the performance of catalysts or even block most of the 
active sites. The sulfur-containing ligands can drastically influence the electronic properties of 
the Pd nanoparticles and thus change the hydrogenation behavior.
11
 Mori et al.
12
 reported that 
hydrogenation reactions were completely stopped at 0.01 equivalent (to the substrate) of Ph2S2 or 
PhSH even at extremely high Pd feed concentration. Takahashi et al.
13
 reported that the use of 
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as a ligand for Pd/SiO2 catalyst system greatly improved the 
selectivity of hydrogenation for several internal and terminal alkynes. Shen et al.
14
 used 3,6-
dithia-1,8-octanediol as the ligand for improving the selectivity in the semi-hydrogenation of 2-
methyl-3-butyn-2-ol with PdZn/CN@ZnO catalyst, with a selectivity of 96% achieved at 99% of 
conversion. They also claimed that the sulfur-containing ligand exhibited strong poisonous 
property and beneficial effect for Pd catalysts at low concentration. McKenn et al.
15
 reported the 
improved acetylene semi-hydrogenation with the use of triphenylphosphine-modified Pd@TiO2 
composite catalyst. However, reports of triphenylphosphine assisted selective alkyne 
hydrogenation with heterogeneous Pd catalysts in liquid phase are rare.
16  
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Though individually proven to be highly effective in improving catalyst selectivity, the 
performance of the various ligands has not yet been compared. An optimum ligand is expected 
not only to improve selectivity but also to maintain high catalyst activity while at minimum 
loading. This present study is attempted to compare the performance of different ligands in 
liquid-phase selective hydrogenation of alkynes, with the aim of finding the optimum ones for 
practical applications. For the purpose, a range of most representative ligands that have been well 
demonstrated in the literature have been chosen, including quinoline, pyridine, DMSO, 3,6-
dithia-1,8-octanediol (DTO), and triphenylphosphine. Pd nanocatalysts including both 
commercial heterogeneous Pd catalysts and a colloidal Pd nanocatalyst have been included for 
this investigation. Such a study also provides important guidelines towards efficient design of 
best-performing ligands for selective alkyne hydrogenation. 
 
5.2 Experimental Section 
5.2.1 Materials  
Commercial Pd on activated carbon (10 wt% of Pd) and Lindlar catalyst (5 wt% of Pd on 
calcium carbonate, poisoned with lead) were purchased from Aldrich. Hyperbranched 
polyethylene ionomer supported Pd nanocatalyst (I1, 0.94 wt% of Pd) was synthesized according 
to a literature procedure.
17
 Ultrahigh-purity H2 (> 99.999%) was obtained from Praxair and used 
as received. Toluene (anhydrous, 99%), hexane (anhydrous, 99%), phenylacetylene (98%), 
diphenylacetylene (98%), pyridine (ReagentPlus®, ≥ 99%), quinoline (reagent grade, 98%), 3,6-
dithia-1,8-octanediol (97%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (≥ 99%), triphenylphosphine 
(ReagentPlus®, 99%) were obtained from Aldrich and were used as received. 
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5.2.2 General Procedure of Alkyne Hydrogenation  
Liquid-phase hydrogenation reactions were carried out in a sealed 25 mL glass tube or a 
50 mL round bottom flask connected to a hydrogen balloon. For the hydrogenation reactions 
catalyzed with the hyperbranched polyethylene ionomer supported catalyst, a glass tube 
containing a stirrer was subjected to three cycles of evacuation and purge with hydrogen gas; 
then a hydrogen balloon was attached to the glass tube. Afterward, a mixture of alkyne (0.5 
mmol), ligand solution, Pd catalyst solution in hexane (0.2 μmol Pd), and hexane (total 5 mL) 
was injected into the tube to start hydrogenation reaction. For the hydrogenation reactions 
catalyzed by the commercial catalysts (Pd@C or Lindlar catalyst), a desired amount of catalyst 
was transferred into a 50 mL glass flask in a glove-box. After transferred out of the glove box, 
the flask was subjected to 3 cycles of evacuation and hydrogen purge, and then attached with a 
hydrogen balloon. Then, a mixture of alkyne (10 mmol) and the prescribed ligand in hexane 
(total 20 mL) was injected into the flask to start the hydrogenation. To monitor the reaction 
kinetics, a reaction mixture was withdrawn at prescribed times. The sampled solution was diluted 
with methanol and filtered with a PTFE syringe filter (0.22 m) prior to gas chromatography 
(GC) analysis. 
GC analysis was carried out on a HP GC-5890II instrument equipped with a 
supelcowax
®
10 capillary column (30 m × 0.2 mm × 0.2 µm), and a flame ionization detector 
(FID). Toluene was used as the internal standard for the calculation of alkyne conversion. Alkene 
selectivity was calculated from the GC results as the percentage of alkenes produced among all 
the products formed; cis:trans isomeric ratios were presented in molar ratios. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion  
Three different Pd nanocatalysts, including two commercial Pd nanocatalysts (Pd@C and 
Pb-doped Lindlar catalysts) and a colloidal hyperbranched polyethylene ionomer-stabilized Pd 
nanocatalyst (termed as I1 catalyst with a Pd loading of 0.94 wt%), are employed herein to have 
a systematic study on the ligand effects. While the two commercial catalysts are synthesized by 
immobilizing Pd nanoparticles on heterogeneous micrometer-sized solid supports, the 
hyperbranched polyethylene ionomer supported Pd nanocatalyst was synthesized uniquely by an 
in situ polymerization method. Therein, ethylene copolymerization with an acrylate-type ionic 
liquid comonomer containing a quaternary tetraalkylammonium cation and a tetrafluoroborate 
counter anion is undertaken with a cationic chain-walking Pddiimine catalyst. The 
polymerization renders the hyperbranched polyethylene ionomer containing a hyperbranched 
polyethylene backbone functionalized with quaternary ammonium ions. Meanwhile, in situ 
reduction of the Pd(II)-based polymerization catalyst results in Pd(0) nanoparticles during the 
polymerization, which are captured and stabilized by the ionomer through their quaternary 
ammonium ions as the macromolecular surface stabilizer/surfactant.
18
 Due to the hyperbranched 
polyethylene skeleton, the ionomer-stabilized Pd nanocatalyst can be well dispersed in nonpolar 
or low-polarity organic solvents where the hyperbranched polyethylene can dissolve (such as 
hexane, toluene, tetrahydrofuran, etc.). In these solvents, the catalyst can thus resemble 
surfactant-bound colloidal nanocatalysts with the distinct advantage of high catalytic activity due 
to the homogeneous ionomer support.  
Two most representative alkyne substrates, including phenylacetylene (PA) as a terminal 
alkyne and diphenylacetylene (DPA) as an internal alkyne, have been used herein to demonstrate 
the ligand effects on their hydrogenation under mild conditions (25 °C; 1 atm H2 pressure). The 
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range of ligands studied herein include two N-containing ligands (quinoline and pyridine), two 
S-containing ligands (DMSO and DTO), and one P-containing ligand (triphenylphosphine). 
 
5.3.1 Effects of Quinoline 
Quinoline is the classical ligand for Pd nanocatalysts in selective hydrogenation of 
alkynes. Its effect was first investigated. In particular, the hydrogenation of PA (0.1 M) was 
undertaken with I1 catalyst at a Pd loading of 0.04 mol% and at varying quinoline/Pd molar 
ratios in the range 2111687. This reaction condition is so selected as to achieve a high reaction 
rate accompanied with a suspected high over-hydrogenation to form ethylbenzene as the alkane 
side product, which allows a sensitive assessment of the effects of quinoline. The reaction should 
give styrene as the selective hydrogenation product and ethylbenzene as the side product by 
over-hydrogenation. Figure 5.1 shows kinetic curves (conversion and yield curves) of the 
reactions undertaken at different quinoline/Pd ratios. In the control run undertaken in the absence 
of quinoline, PA conversion increases from 35% at 0.5 h to nearly full conversion (99%) at 1.5 h 
with the alkene (styrene) selectivity well retained at around 98% during the period. The high 
selectivity within the period is attributed to the significant presence of alkyne in the reaction 
system, which has a much higher coordinating capability to the catalytic active centers than 
alkene and can thus inhibit over-hydrogenation to form alkane. Afterwards, a drastic drop in 
selectivity to 40% is observed upon extension of the reaction time to 3.5 h, due to the nearly 
complete consumption of alkyne (> 99% conversion) and the loss of inhibition of over-
hydrogenation. The slope of the selectivity curve in the latter period is thus a sensitive indicator 
of the rate of over-hydrogenation, with the higher slope representing a faster drop in selectivity 
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and the faster occurrence of over-hydrogenation. The ligand effect on selectivity should thus be 
reflected mainly in the latter period following the nearly complete PA conversion. 
Relative to the control run, the addition of quinoline at increasing amounts shows 
continuous improvements in the catalyst selectivity, along with minor enhancements in catalyst 
activity. As shown in Figure 5.1(a), relative to the value of 66% in the control run at the same 
time, the conversion of PA at 1 h is enhanced in various degrees to 95, 93, > 99.9, and 80% at the 
quinoline/Pd ratio of 211, 422, 844, and 1687, respectively, with the nearly complete conversion 
(> 99.9%) of PA reached by 1.5 h in all runs. This indicates that the addition of quinoline 
modifies structures of the active sites. Following the nearly complete PA conversion, the styrene 
selectivity curves displayed in Figure 5.1(b) show gradually slowed drop (i.e., continuously 
reduced slopes) with the increase of the quinoline/Pd ratio. Relative to the value of 49% at 3 h in 
the control run, the selectivity values at the same time are 72 and 78% in the runs with 
quinoline/Pd ratios of 211 and 422, respectively. In the other two runs at the higher quinoline/Pd 
ratios, the selectivity at 3.5 h as a longer time is even better maintained at 80 and 89%, 
respectively. In particular, in the run at the highest quinoline/Pd ratio of 1687, the least 
selectivity drop (from nearly 100% at 1 h to 89% at 3.5 h) is observed. These kinetic results 
demonstrate the positive effect of quinoline on improving the alkene selectivity while slightly 
enhancing the high activity of the ionomer-supported Pd nanocatalyst. 
Figure 5.2 shows the effect of quinoline on PA hydrogenation with the Lindlar catalyst at 
two different quinoline/Pd ratios (200 and 1000). Similarly, the addition of quinoline improves 
the catalytic activity with > 99.9% of PA conversion achieved earlier by 2 h and 1.6 h, 
respectively, relative to the control run without quinoline (by 3 h; see Figure 5.2(a)). For the 
styrene selectivity, a significantly reduced drop following the nearly complete PA conversion is 
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only observed in the run at the high quinoline/Pd ratio of 1200. No pronounced effect is observed 
in the other run at the quinoline/Pd ratio of 200, with its slope of the selectivity curve similar to 
that of the control run. 
 
Figure 5.1 Effect of quinoline at different quinoline/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the I1 catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.1 
M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Effect of quinoline at different quinoline/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with Lindlar catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.5 
M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the kinetic curves of the PA hydrogenation reactions undertaken with 
the Pd@C catalyst at different quinoline/Pd ratios (100, 200, and 1200). With this catalyst, the 
addition of quinoline has no marked effect on catalyst activity, with similar conversion curves 
observed and the achievement of nearly complete conversion (99.9%) of PA by ca. 3.5 h in all 
runs. Meanwhile, the increase of quinoline/Pd ratio also has only marginal effects on the 
selectivity, with only slight reductions in the slope of the selectivity curve following nearly 
complete PA conversion. However, one distinct difference is that all runs with quinoline show > 
99% of styrene selectivity before the nearly complete conversion of PA (99.9%) while the 
selectivity in the control run without quinoline is only about 9290% even before the complete 
PA conversion, along with a slight drop. This indicates that the active centers in this Pd@C 
catalyst differ from those in I1 and Lindlar catalysts, possibly resulting from the substrate effects. 
 
Figure 5.3 Effect of quinoline at different quinoline/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with Pd@C catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.5 
M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
The effects of quinoline on the selective hydrogenation of DPA with the three catalysts 
were subsequently investigated. In the hydrogenation of DPA as an internal alkyne, two alkene 
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products, cis- and trans-stilbenes, are possible, with cis-stilbene as the predominant favored 
product and the trans-stilbene as an isomer by-product, besides the bibenzyl by-product resulting 
from over-hydrogenation. Figure 5.4 shows the kinetic curves of the reactions with I1 at different 
quinoline/Pd ratios (63, 190, 338, 633, and 1898). Increasing the quinoline/Pd ratio leads to 
consistently reduced activities, with the time for reaching nearly complete DPA conversion (> 
99.9%) gradually postponed. In the control run without quinoline, DPA reaches the conversion 
of > 99.9% by 0.83 h, while it occurs at 1.5 h, 2 h, and 5 h in the runs at the quinoline/Pd ratios 
of 63, 190, and 338, respectively. At the even higher ratios of 633 and 1898, only incomplete 
conversions of 80% and 38.2%, respectively, are reached within 6 h, indicating the drastic 
reductions in the catalyst activity due to excessive quinoline. Simultaneously, with the increase 
of quinoline dosage, the alkene selectivity curve is much more stable with continuously reduced 
slopes compared to the control run. In the control run, a drastic decrease in alkene selectivity is 
observed after DPA conversion reaches 99.9%, from 95.4% at 1 h to 14.4% at 5 h. On the 
contrary, in the runs at the quinoline/Pd ratios of 63, 190, and 338, the alkene selectivity is well 
maintained at 81.4% (4 h), 88.6% (4 h), and 91.6% (5 h), respectively. In the other two runs at 
the ratios of 633 and 1898, alkene selectivity is maintained nearly constant at 95% and 98%, 
respectively, throughout the whole reaction period since complete DPA conversion has not been 
reached. In all the runs, the percentage of E-stilbene in the alkene products is maintained 
constant at 23%, with negligible dependences on quinoline/Pd ratio or reaction time. The same 
finding is seen when other ligands (pyridine, DMSO, 3,6-dithia-1,8-octanediol, 
triphenylphosphine) are used as shown below. This indicates that both alkene isomers have 
similar reactivity toward over-hydrogenation by the I1 catalyst. 
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Figure 5.4 Effect of quinoline at different quinoline/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of 
DPA with the I1 catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene 
percentage. Other conditions: [DPA] = 0.1 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Figure 5.5 shows the kinetic curves of DPA hydrogenation with the Lindlar catalyst at 
two quinoline/Pd ratios (190 and 630). Like the above ones with I1, a similar trend of effects by 
quinoline is also observed with significantly reduced catalytic activity and better-maintained 
selectivity. In the case at the quinoline/Pd ratio of 630, nearly complete DPA conversion (> 
99.9%) does not reach until at about 8 h (vs. 1.5 h in control run) and the stilbene selectivity is 
maintained at 98% with negligible changes even 5 h after the nearly complete conversion of 
DPA. On the contrary, the ratio of 190 is insufficient for selectivity control though improved 
compared to the control run, with a selectivity drop from 95% at about 1.5 h to 82% at 5 h. With 
this Lindlar catalyst, the percentage of E-stilbene in the alkenes is also constant at ca. 4%, 
regardless of reaction time, ligand and its amount.  
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Figure 5.5 Effect of quinoline at different quinoline/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of 
DPA with Lindlar catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene 
percentage. Other conditions: [DPA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Figure 5.6 compares the kinetic curves in the hydrogenation of DPA with Pd@C 
without/with quinoline (quinoline/Pd ratio of 620). In the control run without quinoline, the 
stilbene selectivity is 93% at the DPA conversion of 75% (at 1 h). With the further increase of 
DPA conversion, the stilbene selectivity decreases to 87% (conversion: 96%) and 66% 
(conversion: 100%) at 1.5 h and 2 h, respectively. Afterwards, it drops rapidly to 31% and 12% 
at 3.5 h and 4.5 h, respectively. While the E-stilbene content in the stilbenes is nearly constant at 
ca. 3% by 1.5 h, it increases rapidly following the nearly complete DPA conversion (> 99.9%) to 
27% at 4.5 h. Along with the simultaneous drop in stilbene selectivity, this suggests that Z-
stilbene undergoes over-hydrogenation while E-stilbene can not be over-hydrogenated with the 
Pd@C catalyst. Consistent with the finding from the hydrogenation of PA above, the results also 
suggest that Pd@C possesses catalytically different active centers from the I1 and Lindlar 
catalysts since both E- and Z-stilbenes can be over-hydrogenated with the latter. 
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Compared to the control run, the addition of quinoline drastically improves the catalyst 
performance in rendering high/stable stilbene selectivity and minimizing the E-stilbene content 
but at some sacrifice of catalyst activity. The time to reach nearly complete DPA conversion (> 
99.9%) is delayed to about 6 h. However, the stilbene selectivity is well maintained within 9388% 
even at the extension of the reaction for additional 6 h (total 12 h). In the mean time, E-stilbene 
content (47%) in the stilbenes shows only marginal increases over the entire 12 h of reaction. 
 
Figure 5.6 Effect of quinoline (quinoline/Pd molar ratio: 620) on the hydrogenation of DPA with 
the Pd@C catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. 
Other conditions: [DPA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Based on the above results on the hydrogenation of both PA and DPA with the three 
catalysts, it can be concluded that the use of quinoline can improve the selectivity toward the 
desired alkene product by reducing over-hydrogenation. However, high quinoline/Pd ratios (such 
as ca. 1687 for PA and ca. 620 for DPA) are required to achieve satisfactory selectivity 
improvements. This can be problematic due to the need for the separation of the significant 
amount of quinoline from the products following reactions, which can be effort- and energy-
consuming. While negligible changes or even slight improvements in catalyst activity are noted 
in the hydrogenation of PA as a terminal alkyne in the presence of quinoline, significant activity 
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decreases are found in the hydrogenation of DPA possibly due to its lowered reactivity as an 
internal alkyne. 
 
5.3.2 Effects of Pyridine 
Pyridine is a common ligand employed in many reactions. Given its structural similarity 
to quinoline, its effects on the hydrogenation of both PA and DPA have been investigated. Figure 
5.7 shows the kinetic curves in the hydrogenation of PA with I1 catalyst in the presence of 
pyridine at different pyridine/Pd ratios. When the ratio is ≤ 1860, the addition of pyridine slightly 
improves the catalytic activity. But when the ratio is 3100, a slight reduction in the activity is 
noted. Increasing the ratio from 310 to 3100 leads to continuously improved styrene selectivity, 
with the slope of the selectivity curve gradually reduced. Relative to quinoline (see Figure 5.1), 
pyridine is less effective in improving the selectivity, with a double molar amount needed in 
order to achieve the similar effect on the selectivity curve. 
 
Figure 5.7 Effect of pyridine at different pyridine/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the I1 catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.1 
M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
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Figure 5.8 shows the kinetic curves in the hydrogenation of PA with the Lindlar catalyst in 
the presence of pyridine at two ratios (600 and 2970, respectively). Pyridine does not seem to 
have a positive effect on the selectivity with the Lindlar catalyst. At the pyridine/Pd ratio of 600, 
one can see a slightly enhanced catalyst activity but with the deteriorated selectivity performance 
compared to the control run. Even at the ratio of 2970, no significant improvement is observed 
with the selectivity curve showing a similar slope as that of the control run, though a significant 
reduction in activity is noted. 
 
Figure 5.8 Effect of pyridine at different pyridine/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the Lindlar catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 
0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Unlike I1 and the Lindlar catalyst, the activity of the Pd@C catalyst is somehow very 
sensitive to pyridine. At the high pyridine/Pd ratio of 400, the conversion reached after 4 h is 
only 12%. Nearly complete PA conversion (> 99.9%) can only be reached at low ratios. Figure 
5.9 shows the kinetic curves at the ratios of 0.5 and 50. A significant reduction in catalyst 
activity is seen at the ratio of 50, while with no pronounced effect at the ratio of 0.5. In both runs, 
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the presence of pyridine deteriorates the selectivity with even more severe drop in selectivity 
following the nearly complete conversion (> 99.9%) of PA. 
 
Figure 5.9 Effect of pyridine at different pyridine/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the Pd@C catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 
0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Figure 5.10 shows the effect of pyridine on the hydrogenation of DPA with I1 catalyst. No 
significant effect on activity is seen except at the highest ratio of 1858. Improved stilbene 
selectivity curves are observed with gradually reduced slopes with the increase of the ratio. 
However, relative to quinoline (at ratio of 338), the amount of pyridine (ratio of 1858) required 
to reach the similar effect is much more, about 56 times.  
Figure 5.11 shows the kinetic curves in the hydrogenation of DPA with the Lindlar 
catalyst at the different pyridine/Pd ratios. For this internal alkyne, the activity of Lindlar catalyst 
shows surprisingly high sensitivity towards pyridine, which differs from the hydrogenation of 
PA with the same catalyst/ligand system. Compared to the runs with PA, much lowered 
pyridine/Pd ratios (30 and 60) are used, with higher ratios leading to low DPA conversions 
despite long reaction times. At the ratio of 60, the time to reach the DPA conversion of > 99.9% 
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is postponed significantly to 10 h relative to ca. 1.4 h in the control run. From the stilbene 
selectivity curves, increasing the pyridine/Pd ratio shows only minor improvements in the 
selectivity performance, though with continuously reduced slopes noticed. In the run at the ratio 
of 60, the stilbene selectivity drops already to 84% at 9 h with 97% of DPA conversion. 
 
Figure 5.10 Effect of pyridine at different pyridine/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the I1 catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. 
Other conditions: [DPA] = 0. 1 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
 
Figure 5.11 Effect of pyridine at different pyridine/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the Lindlar catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene 
percentage. Other conditions: [DPA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
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Figure 5.12 displays the kinetic curves in the hydrogenation of DPA with the Pd@C 
catalyst at different pyridine/Pd ratios. The activity of the catalyst also shows a high sensitivity 
towards the pyridine/Pd ratio. Only at the low ratio of 30, a nearly complete conversion of DPA (> 
99.9%) is possible within the experimental time window (5 h). However, at this ratio, the over-
hydrogenation cannot be sufficiently suppressed, with fast selectivity drop over time observed 
after reaching the high DPA conversion (> 99.9%). 
 
Figure 5.12 Effect of pyridine at different pyridine/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the P@C catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. 
Other conditions: [DPA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
In summary of the above runs, pyridine is not as effective as quinoline in improving 
alkene selectivity, though structurally similar. Meanwhile, its effects on catalyst activity depend 
on both the catalyst and the alkyne substrate, with the precise mechanism unknown at the 
moment. In reaction systems (Lindlar for DPA; Pd@C for both PA and DPA) that are very 
sensitive to pyridine dosage, the selectivity improvement is often very minor. In other systems 
(such as I1 for PA and DPA; Lindlar for PA) that can tolerate high pyridine dosages, generally 
much higher pyridine/Pd ratios are required to reach desired selectivity improvements. 
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5.3.3 Effects of DMSO 
Figure 5.13 shows the effect of DMSO on the hydrogenation of PA with I1 catalyst at 
various DMSO/Pd ratios (14704). At all the ratios, slight enhancements in the catalyst activity 
can be seen from Figure 5.13(a), with the time for reaching the PA conversion of > 99.9% 
shortened to around 1 h relative to 2 h in the control run. Increasing the ratio leads to 
significantly improved selectivity curves. In particular, at the ratios of 352 and 704, high styrene 
selectivity of ca. 97% is well maintained for additional 3 h after the nearly full conversion of PA 
with no drop at all. This is much improved relative to quinoline at similar loadings. 
 
Figure 5.13 Effect of DMSO at different DMSO/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the I1 catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.1 
M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
While highly effective with the I1 catalyst, DMSO does not improve the selectivity 
performance of the Lindlar catalyst for the hydrogenation of PA. Figure 5.14 shows the kinetic 
curves. Relative to the control run, there are no apparent improvements in the selectivity curves 
(in terms of the slopes) with the DMSO/Pd ratio in the range of 10400, though a clear reduction 
in the catalyst activity is noted in the run at the ratio of 400. DMSO was previously investigated 
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for its effect on PA hydrogenation with a Pd@SiO2 catalyst at a DMSO/Pd molar ratio of 435. 
Therein, a styrene selectivity of 98% was obtained at 1 h. However, no data was reported after 
full conversion of PA.
13
  
 
Figure 5.14 Effect of DMSO at different DMSO/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the Lindlar catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 
0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Figure 5.15 shows the effect of DMSO on the hydrogenation of PA with the Pd@C 
catalyst. At the DMSO/Pd ratio of 55, a distinct improvement in the selectivity curve can be seen 
while with no significant change in the conversion curve. Following the nearly complete 
conversion (99.9%) of PA at 4 h, only minor decreases in the styrene selectivity from 97 to 91% 
are seen after extension of the reaction for additional 3.5 h. A further increase of the DMSO/Pd 
ratio to 400 leads only to marginal improvements in the selectivity curve relative to the one at the 
ratio of 55, while an obvious reduction in catalyst activity is seen with the time for reaching the 
PA conversion of > 99.9% extended to 5.8 h. 
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Figure 5.15 Effect of DMSO at different DMSO/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the Pd@C catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 
0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Figure 5.16 shows the effect of DMSO on the hydrogenation of DPA with I1 catalysts. At 
the DMSO/Pd ratios of 7 and 28, slight reductions in the catalytic activity are observed relative 
to the control run, along with much reduced selectivity drop following the complete conversion 
of DPA. However, at the further enhanced ratio of 70, the best DPA conversion can be achieved 
is 97.5% despite the extension of the reaction time to 7 h, indicating the excessive DMSO. 
 
Figure 5.16 Effect of DMSO at different DMSO/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the I1 catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. 
Other conditions: [PA] = 0.1 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
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Though inefficient in improving the selectivity performance of the Lindlar catalyst toward 
the hydrogenation of PA, DMSO is found highly efficient in improving the stilbene selectivity in 
the hydrogenation of DPA with the same catalyst. Figure 5.17 shows the kinetic curves. At the 
DMSO/Pd ratio of 14, the progress of the reaction is slowed down significantly with the time for 
reaching DPA conversion of 99% postponed to 7 h (1.4 h in the control run), with no further 
increase after another 4 h of reaction. In consequence, the stilbene selectivity is better maintained 
with much reduced rate of drop relative to the control run. At the doubled DMSO/Pd ratio of 28, 
DPA conversion stays at 66% after 2.6 h with no further increase afterwards, suggesting its over-
dosage. 
 
Figure 5.17 Effect of DMSO at different DMSO/Pd molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the Lindlar catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene 
percentage. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Figure 5.18 shows the effect of DMSO on the hydrogenation of DPA with the Pd@C 
catalyst at the DMSO/Pd ratio of 4.7. Despite the low ratio, a pronounced reduction in the 
catalytic activity is seen, with a DPA conversion of 99% reached at 7 h. The over hydrogenation 
is reduced to some extent relative to the control. But a significant drop of the stilbene selectivity 
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from 89 to 68% is found with the increase of time from 7 to 12 h. In the mean time, the E-
stilbene content shows a concomitant increase, indicating the over hydrogenation of Z-stilbene 
only by the catalytic centers as seen in the control run. 
 
Figure 5.18 Effect of DMSO (DMSO/Pd molar ratio: 4.7) on the hydrogenation of DPA with the 
Pd@C catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. Other 
conditions: [PA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
From the above runs, DMSO shows effects in improving the alkene selectivity, except in 
the hydrogenation of PA with the Lindlar catalyst. Compared to quinoline, it requires lower 
dosages with a better performance in suppressing the over hydrogenation of alkenes. 
 
5.3.4 Effects of DTO 
DTO, a sulfide containing ligand, has been reported as an efficient poisoner for the 
Lindlar catalyst.
19
 Herein, its effects on the hydrogenation of both PA and DPA have been 
investigated. Figure 5.19 compares the kinetic curves in the hydrogenation of PA with I1 catalyst 
at different DTO/Pd molar ratios (0.090.91). The presence of DTO at a trace amount with the 
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molar ratio of 0.09 is shown to drastically improve the styrene selectivity while without 
minimum effect on the conversion curve. In the run, the time to reach PA conversion of > 99.9% 
is 2.5 h relative to 2 h in the control run. Meanwhile, the styrene selectivity is 96% at 2.5 h and it 
remains stable at 95% at 4.7 h. Increasing the ratio to 0.33 significantly reduces the catalyst 
activity with the time for >99.9% of PA conversion postponed to 10.5 h, along with a further but 
minor improvement in the styrene selectivity, 98% at 10.5 h with no drop from 10.5 to 13.5 h. At 
the further increased ratio of 0.91, the progress of the reaction is further delayed with the highest 
PA conversion of 98% achieved after 18 h, though the styrene selectivity remains stable at 98%. 
These runs demonstrate the high efficiency of DTO in improving the selectivity of the I1 catalyst, 
with a low ratio of around 0.09 sufficient to achieve drastic effects. 
 
Figure 5.19 Effect of DTO at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA with the I1 
catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.1 M, Pd 
loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
DTO is also highly efficient in improving the selectivity performance of both the Lindlar 
and Pd@C catalysts for the hydrogenation of PA. Figure 5.20 shows the effects of DTO on the 
hydrogenation PA with the Lindlar catalyst at two DTO/Pd ratios (0.5 and 2). At both ratios, 
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similar kinetic curves are obtained, with slightly reduced activity (PA conversion of 99% at 5.5 h) 
but significantly more stable styrene selectivity (0.98 from 5.5 to 10.2 h). 
 
Figure 5.20 Effect of DTO at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA with the Lindlar 
catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.5 M, Pd 
loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Figure 5.21 compares the kinetic curves in the hydrogenation of PA with the Pd@C 
catalyst in the presence of DTO at three ratios (0.5, 2, and 15). Relative to the control run, a 
similar PA conversion curve but with a much more stable styrene selectivity curve is achieved at 
the DTO/Pd ratio of 0.5. The styrene selectivity remains strikingly constant at 98% after the 
nearly complete PA conversion (99%) at 3 h. At the two higher DTO/Pd ratios (2 and 15), the 
reaction is significantly delayed with the PA conversion stilled at ca. 95% despite its extension to 
as high as 14 h, indicating the excessive amounts of DTO. 
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Figure 5.21 Effect of DTO at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA with the Pd@C 
catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.5 M, Pd 
loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Though highly efficient in improving the performance of all three catalysts in the selective 
hydrogenation of PA, the effects of DTO on the hydrogenation of DPA are relatively restricted. 
Figure 5.22 compares the kinetic curves in the hydrogenation of DPA with I1 catalyst. Compared 
to the hydrogenation of PA, lower DTO/Pd ratios are used, which is also the case in subsequent 
runs with other two catalysts. As a clear trend, the use of DTO slows down the progress of the 
reaction and decreases the rate of selectivity drop after reaching the complete conversion (> 
99.9%) of DPA. Nevertheless, at the ratio of 0.02, the stilbene selectivity still drops significantly 
from 86% at 2.6 h to 68% at 6 h, indicating the insufficient suppression of the over-
hydrogenation at the ratio. The same trend is found in the runs undertaken with the Lindlar 
catalyst (see Figure 5.23). Increasing the DTO/Pd ratio from 0.01 to 0.06 continuously reduces 
the catalyst activity, along with a trend of minor improvements in the selectivity curves. Figure 
5.24 shows the kinetic curves of the run with the Pd@C catalyst at the DTO/Pd ratio of 0.04. 
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Similarly, a drop in catalyst activity is observed relative to the control run, but only with a 
limited improvement in the stilbene selectivity curve. 
 
Figure 5.22 Effect of DTO at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA with the I1 
catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. Other 
conditions: [PA] = 0.1 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
 
Figure 5.23 Effect of DTO at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA with the 
Lindlar catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. Other 
conditions: [DPA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
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Figure 5.24 Effect of DTO at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA with the Pd@C 
catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. Other 
conditions: [DPA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
From the above results, DTO is a superior ligand facilitating the highly selective 
hydrogenation of PA. It outperforms the other ligands investigated herein with the need of lowest 
dosage while achieving the best selectivity. However, for the hydrogenation of DPA, its proper 
dosage is highly critical to render high stilbene selectivity in combination with well maintained 
activity. 
 
5.3.5 Effects of Triphenylphosphine 
Figure 5.25 shows the effect of triphenylphosphine on the hydrogenation of PA with I1 
catalyst. The addition of triphenylphosphine at molar ratios in the range of 1.919.1 slightly 
improves the catalyst activity. Meanwhile, nearly flat selectivity curves are observed, with high, 
nearly constant styrene selectivity values (9397%) maintained following the full conversion of 
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PA. Increasing the molar ratio slightly increase the plateau selectivity value. At the highest ratio 
of 50, a slight drop in catalyst activity in noted, along with a marginal up-shift of the selectivity 
curve. 
 
Figure 5.25 Effect of triphenylphosphine at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the I1 catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 0.1 
M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
With the other two heterogeneous Pd nanocatalysts, the efficiency of triphenylphosphine 
is, however, not as satisfying as that with the I1 catalyst though appreciable improvements are 
rendered. Figure 5.26 shows the hydrogenation of PA with the Lindlar catalyst in the presence of 
triphenylphosphine. Despite the different triphenylphosphine/Pd ratios (5200), there are no 
pronounced changes in the conversion curves. Upon the full PA conversion, a gradual upshift of 
the selectivity curves with gradually reduced slopes is noticed. At the highest ratio of 200, the 
stilbene selectivity drops from 98% at 2.5 h (conversion > 99.9%) to 94% at 6 h. 
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Figure 5.26 Effect of triphenylphosphine at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the Lindlar catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 
0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
Figure 5.27 shows the kinetic curves in the runs undertaken with the Pd@C catalyst. At 
the triphenylphosphine/Pd ratio of 15, relatively stable selectivity results are rendered while 
without the drastic reduction in catalyst activity 
 
Figure 5.27 Effect of triphenylphosphine at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of PA 
with the Pd@C catalyst: (a) PA conversion and (b) styrene selectivity. Other conditions: [PA] = 
0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
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Figures 5.285.30 show the effects of triphenylphosphine on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the three catalysts, respectively. In general, the use of triphenylphosphine shows the clear 
trend of rendering the stilbene selectivity curves with reduced slopes. Increasing its dosage 
enhances this effect. Nevertheless, drops in the selectivity data are also noted with each catalyst. 
 
Figure 5.28 Effect of triphenylphosphine at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the I1 catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene percentage. 
Other conditions: [PA] = 0.1 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
 
Figure 5.29 Effect of triphenylphosphine at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the Lindlar catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene 
percentage. Other conditions: [DPA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
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Figure 5.30 Effect of triphenylphosphine at different molar ratios on the hydrogenation of DPA 
with the Pd@C catalyst: (a) DPA conversion and (b) stilbene selectivity and E-stilbene 
percentage. Other conditions: [DPA] = 0.5 M, Pd loading = 0.04 mol%, room temperature. 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
Selective hydrogenation of PA and DPA has been studied with the use of three Pd 
nanocatalysts (I1, Lindlar, and Pd@C catalysts) modified with five different ligands (quinoline, 
pyridine, DMSO, DTO, and triphenylphosphine) with the purpose of identifying the most 
optimum ligands. While the effects of the ligands show some dependences on both the substrates 
and the nanocatalysts, this study has demonstrated a general order of the ligands in terms of their 
efficiency in facilitating the selective hydrogenation: DTO > triphenylphosphine > DMSO > 
quinoline > pyridine. Among the five ligands, sulfur-containing DTO appears to be the best 
ligand in facilitating the highly selective hydrogenation while requiring the lowest dosages 
(ligand/Pd molar ratio as low as 0.09 for PA). Both DMSO and triphenylphosphine are the 
second-ranked group of ligands that can also render highly selective hydrogenation but requiring 
significantly higher dosages (ligand/Pd ratio: around 5400 for PA). The two N-containing 
ligands, quinoline and pyridine, are the third-tier ligands. These two ligands require substantially 
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higher loadings (ligand/Pd ratio: 10003000) in order to achieve significant effects. Such high 
loadings present serious problems for large-scale applications because of the need of their 
removal for product purification. The results obtained in this study is expected to provide some 
important guidelines in the design and selection of optimum ligands for the selective 
hydrogenation of alkynes facilitated by Pd nanocatalysts. 
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Chapter 6  
Significant Contributions and Future Scope 
 
6.1 Significant Contributions 
In my view, the following significant contributions have been made in this thesis research 
to the research area. 
In Chapter 2, the first surface functionalization of CNCs with ionomers containing 
positively charged ions through ionic interactions is demonstrated. Such functionalized CNCs 
have been shown to enhance dispersibility in both non-polar and low-polarity solvents, as well as 
in hydrophobic EOC matrix. This opens a new approach for the surface functionalization of 
CNCs for targeted applications through the design of desired ionomers. 
In Chapter 3, a systematic study on the tensile mechanical properties of SA-CNC 
composite films has been undertaken. This work has revealed the desired strong tough 
mechanical properties of these composite films from two sustainable biopolymers, which make 
them promising for future applications.  
In Chapter 4, a convenient large-scale in situ catalytic polymerization method has been 
developed for the synthesis of PCP crystal-decorated MWCNTs. This method offers a tunable 
control over the structure and the content of the decorating PCP crystals on the MWCNTs. 
Meanwhile, the PCP crystal decorated MWCNTs have been demonstrated for the facile 
fabrication of films of lotus leaf-like superhydrophobicity. 
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In Chapter 5, a systematic study on the ligand-assisted selective hydrogenation reactions 
of alkynes has been undertaken with the use of three different Pd nanocatalysts. Five ligands 
have been screened with 3,6-dithia-1,8-octanediol demonstrated to be most efficient in 
improving alkene selectivity while at better maintained activity. This study provides important 
guidelines to the efficient design of optimum ligands for selective hydrogenation of alkynes with 
Pd nanocatalysts. 
 
6.2 Future Scope 
The following recommendations are made for future research in the area. 
(1) In Chapter 2, the ionomers used for the surface modification of CNCs were 
hyperbranched and thus amorphous. A promising direction will be to design and use 
semicrystalline polyethylene ionomers bearing the quaternary ammonium ions. Such 
semicrystalline polyethylene ionomers will render new enhanced properties for the 
modified CNCs in nanocomposite applications. 
(2) In Chapter 3, the influence of microstructure on fatigue and mechanical properties of the 
SA-CNC composite films can be studied with the help of microscopy in the future work. 
This may shed light on the failure mechanism of the films, which will help the better 
design of films with even enhanced mechanical properties. 
(3) d-MWCNT hybrid films were fabricated in Chapter 4 and the films should be solvent-
resistant and heat-resistant. Further study can be undertaken to develop on the oil/water 
emulsion separation applications with the films at harsh conditions. 
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(4) Based on the results in Chapter 5, future work in the direction can be focused on the 
design of even more efficient S- or P-containing ligands for selective hydrogenation of 
alkynes. 
